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Robert J. Lamb of Fulton was
honored with a nice write-up in
the Church news of the First
Methodist Church at Little Rock
last Sunday. The occasion was
recognition of Lamb's 18-year
perfect attendance at Sunday
School record, which was recently written up in the News.
Lamb had "made up,
' his attendlance there this past June,
declaring that the Church's *Century Class" was the friendliest
class he had ever visited in his
18 years of covering 6 states and
25 cities.
The Little Rock church is among the larger classes in southern Methodism.
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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Fridai, July 29, 1949

Candidates Nite at INWINNEWWHI
Fairfield August 3
"Candidates Night" is being planned by the Fulton Baseball Association for next Wednesday night August 3, officials of the organization announced today. A special letter of invitation is being sent to all Fulton City and county candidates making races in
the August primaries.
here. however the introductions
Beginning at 7:30 p.m. candi- are eagerly anticipated by ba-se31..
ll
dates will be introduced to the baA
event was sponsored
large crowd expected by Hon.
F. B. Martin, prosecuting attor- by .the Union City Baseball Asney. No speeches will be made sociabon and was judged a treby the candidates, and the pub- mendous success.
lic is asked to refrain from apThe Fulton Railroaders will
plauding for the candidates un- play the first division Hopkinstil after the last one has been ville team on that night. Baseball officials promise that the
introduced.
ceremonies will be brief, yet afThis is the first time that such fording voters an
opportunity to
an occasion has been sponsored meet the
candidates personally.

KENTUCKY FIRE
INSURANa RATES
TAKE BIG CUT

NEW MAIL ROUTE
PROSPECT FOR
SOUTH FULTON

Those of you who will remember Gus Robbins, former
Hickman (and Fulton also, we
esoadecatand) newspaperman, may
be interested in knowing that
Gus's paper, the Hopewell (Virginia) NEWS has awarded the
Annual savings to Kentucky
As soon a.s a recommendation
Virginia Press Association's highpolicyholders of more than $1,s by Assistant
Posta-taster Lawson
est award this year . . . . for
347,000 are provided in the new Roper is
approved by the Post"Community service and journalschedule of fire insurance rates office epartment
a new mail deistic integrity."
announced today by State Insur livery route will
be added in
ance Director Spalding Southall.' South Fulton,
the News learned
Things we didn't know but
"The
reduced
rates,
effective
today.
Barring any unforeseen
what of it Dept: Sheep have two
skins, separated by a layer of July 25 represent the largest obstacles the route should be in
single
reduction
in
the
cost
of
operation
by early Fall, or perfat . .. domestic breeds of chickens are descended from the jun- insurance throughout the State; haps sooner, inspectors studying
gle fowl of India . . . wine con- ever effected by the Division of I the proposed route said.
tains all of the 13 mineral ele- Insurance," Southall declared.' The recommendation by Mr.
ments recognized as needful to "The cut brings to more than Roper is in line with several othmaintain human liee . . . The $1.437,000 the total savings to er improvements made within
love song of the red-headed fire insurance policy holciers ap- I the past several months in the
woodpecker consists of drumming proved by the Division in the last I postoffice here. Recently an exwith the beak on dead branches two rrionthsS' Premiums on to- tension was made on several
. in ancient Rome, women had bacco storage warehouses, which l rural routes operating out of the
wigs of various colors as part of accounts for the additional re- city to give rural boicholders the
duction of $90,000, were lowered:
their wardrobes.
May 16, the Director explained. I benefit of daily mail delivery.
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A former Fultoniarn, Charles
Win Whitnel, has "made the
news" in a big way in Greenville,
S. C. Mr. Whitnel, was the subject for an eight-column streamer
in the Greenville News when he
resigned as secretary of the
Greenville Chamber of Commerce.
The newspaper article follows:
"The resignation of Charles
Win Whitnel as secretary of the
Greenville Chamber of Commerce was confirmed yesterday
by E. E. Scott, president of the
trade body, who said the board
of directors had accepted Mr.
Whitnel's resignation with regret.
"Mr. Whitnet has announced
plans for returning to his former work of teaching public speaking, salesmanship and human relations.
"Mr. Scott said Chamber officials "regret very much" Mr.
Whitnens resignation. "He is a
fine person, very capable and
representative of the type person we like to have as secretary
of the Chamber," Mr. Scott said.
"He praised Mr. Whitnel's work
in helping to bring a new life to
the trade body, pointing out that
under Mr. Whitnel's guidance a
suecessful membership campaign
had been conducted, lifting the
ineeribership to approximately
1,500 and making it one of the
largest Chambers of Commerce
tbe state.

; "Mr. Scott also pointed out
*at Mr. Whitnel had been instruMental in securing new and largslnarters for the Chamber and
that the financial status of the
organization had improved greatly during the paat year.
Mr. Whitnel is a native of Martin, Tenn. He attended Vanderbilt University where he receivdd
his B.A. Degree in 1926 and latqr
enrolled in Columbia University,
receiving his master's
d
from that institutipn. He sp
two additional yeah in graditate
research at the same universityi.'
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Two Polio Cases Hit-IN*Gounty
;
Others Reported in This Vicinity
HICKMAN COUNTY *
Underwood 'Two POLM watts
HAS POLIO CASES

In Hickman County, three def!
lnite cases of polio and a possible
fourth have been reported.
ReCause of the spread of polio
in the Clinton, Ky., area, the
swimming pool at Clinton was
closed on Saturday and the
theatre at Clinton announced it
would admit no persons under
,16 years of age. In this matter,
manlagers of the pool and the
theater co-operated with the
Hickman county board of health
and the Hickman County Medical association
The Hickman County Farm
Bureau picnic scheduled for July 28 was cancelled as were the
various vacation Bible schools
being held by the churches.
Thr vietims in Hickman County are:
Mrs. Jessie Wilkins, 24, of
Route 4, Clinton was placed under observation in the Riverside
hospital isolation ward, Paducah, last Friday and was listed
as a polio victim on Saturday
following completion of tests.
Clarice Faye Cunningham, 9,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Cunningham, Clinton Route
1, also is in the Paducah hospital suffering from polio.
Three-year-old Mary Sue Williams, Clinton Route 1, and Lynn
Cook, 18, Dover, Tenn., have been
placed on the list of polio sufferers at Riverside Hospital isolation ward, Paducah, bringing to
seven the number of western
Kentuckians under treatment in
the ward for infantile paralysis.
The suspected victim, fouryear-old Kenneth Ward, was
taken to Riverside Hospital isolation ward in Paducah for further tests and observation.
Kenneth is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Mack Ward, Clinton\Rotfte
2.

Releases
Precautions

IN FULTON COUNTY

Two cases of polio have been
reported in Fulton County the
"Let's be on our guard against office of Mrs. Grace Cavender
polio during the dangerceis su.m- citunty health nurse annoanced
today.
mer days ahead," urges Dr. Bruce
They are:
Underwood, State Health ComMary Ann Duncan, 11-year-old'
missioner. Poho is a hot weather
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
disease, and we are moving into
Duncan, who lives on the Charles
the months that bring the heavW. Miles farm, Pt miles north
iest toll ot it. Parents can do a
of Union City on the Jordon road.
great deal to aid in the prevenMary Garrigan, nine-month-old
tion of the disease by following
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Hugh
a few simple precautions.
Garrigan, Jr., of the same adIt is wise to be sure that childress.
dren do not become overtired
The Duncan child was brought
from playing or strenuous exerto a Union City clinic Monday
cise, since fatigue weakehs the
morning and there Drs. M. A.
body's resistance to infection.
Blanton Sr., and Jr., diagnosed
Any sort of debilitating surgery
her illness as polio.
or other unusual activity, suchT
The child, accompanied by her
as camping, swimming visiting
father and Hugh Garrigan Sr.,
or travel, should be avoided durwas taken to the Memphis Isolaing these months. The polio virus
can attack sensitive tissues par- tion Hospital in a White-Ranson
ambulance Monday afternoon,
ticularly during a period of lowand there the diagnosis made in
ered resistance. It is also esUnion City was confirmed by
sential that every member of the
physicians of the Isolation' hoss
family wash his hands before
pital.
preparing or eating food. AvoidThe father and Mr. Garrigan
ance of crowds is one of the most
returned to Union City Mondar
important measures in preventnight.
ing polio. Should your child comThe child had been ill the last
plain of not feeling well, consult
your doctor at once. If he diag- few days. It was reported that
she had good use of her arms„
noses the case as polio and hoslegs and body on leaving Union
pitalization is needed, your docCity and that her case did not
tor will have information about
where it can be obtained, or the Monday seem to be serious.
The Duncans have three other
local health department may be
smaller daughters.
able to furnish advice.
Mr. Duncan works for Hugh
Above all, there is no need for Carrigan, Jr., who is the managpanic. About seventy-five Per- er of the Miles farm. Mr. Garricent of polio cases recover with- gan Jr., is a patient in the Union
out a trace of crippling. In an City clinic suffering from a virepidemic area the chances of us infection.
contracting polio are only one in
The Garrigan infant, kiriblies
a thousand.
case was diagnosed shortly after
that of the Duncan child, is idea
Roundhouse Round-Op in Insolation Hospital in Mesa-phis.

The revised scheduled was sub- I In South Fulton it is planned
meted to the Division for re- I to have mail delivery in the new
view by the Kentucky Inspection I Covington edition if the AssistBureau as representative of the ' ant Pcstmasters recommendainsurance undenvriters. It was tion is approved. The new route
tentatively approved and copies will expedite mail handling in
were ordered printed by the di- the poeteffice and relieve conrector on June 8, but a printer's gestion for patrons receiving mail
August 13 Elm:dons
Author Sends Regrets ,
Ulrike in Chicago delayed is- through einem! delivery.
Citizens
eking the 1114te ror Tobacco. Worms
in looking over our Istaghter• suance of the sehedules acid new
Because of illness in the
.
111111110101 POLIO CASS
mg papers of last week, vre netid forms until last vreek-erid, South- of the plpos. mule are asked
ily of Mrs, Alice Clark Coleman
Fulton County Kentucici aad
a couple of good election skates all revealed. Meanwhile he said to numb& their hothes
Betty ALM Cooper,
her
column
popular
Roundhouse
Obion
County, Tenn., • members
he gave formal approval to the and city officials are asked to
which we pass Oil tO S'OU •
Round-up does not appear in tie daughter. of Mr. and Mrs. M. Z.
revisiori which affected both city begin immediately to mark the of the Western Dark Fired To(Deaden Y:
Cooper. of near Dresden, has bear
News WOW
names of the streets. This co- bacco GrOwers' Association will
Four Fulton service stations afIt was hard to tell who was and farm property.
The Coleman's eldest son has taken to Isolation. hospital.. eh
suffering most Sunday Morning,
The new rates, which are ap- operation on the part of the citi- meet at the courthouse here get filiated with the :Standard Oil
lost the sight of one eye for Memphis with patio.
when, as a result of losing an plicable to new and renewal pol- zens may expedite the approval August 13th to nominate candi- Company have hibee awarded
dates for the board of directors bronze plaques in appreciation which the many friends of the
election bet. Hubert Dildssy came icies, provide an aveisage reduc- at the new route.
.
of that rail). The meeting will for their outstanding cooperation tardily extend sympathies.
to town pushing a "deerSia bug- tion of approximately 18 per cent
Her oolusa.n will appear next
begin at bwo o'clock.
with the policies'ef thot comwheelbarrow, on dwellings located in cities, Glenn Springer Buys
gy,'—plain
old
week. .
abet
which Houston Smith towns, and rural districts and an
Oa Saturday, August
paijs PellY.
' was nonchalantly riding. Ha/Am averaue
duction• of 12 liereent Grill Cafe On Fourth
win be opep al- the same loca- -.Whey awe: The ISols White Motor Company, which received the
tere•unique bet, which stip- on farm property. As examples
i
Aeir
ia
rin
Glenn Springer pf Pryorsburg. tion from p ani. until 4 p.m. and plaque for the longest association
that loser push the winner of the savings, the fire rate on
Veterans of lifeitid Warn weir
Ky., and a forrner•thdians flows- official beltnts will be provided witk the company; Colipum's
to town in thiE
t low--and Pat- a frame, approved-roof dwell- paperman has ptirchafiell
apply after Auguet 1111, for Jeer
for menitsiedItselect.a director to
-the
Service
Statical,
aecend
didest
ing
located
well
:48aw anis:Ate.'
in
protected
a
• as his Word,
divideujit
special $2,1300,000
ir
Grill Cafe on Fourth street:treat fepreteitt theft district for a term ,terins 'of afflliatien aod,
reduced from 22 cents Doyle
rolling Smith
lila Wilde to town
Richmond, the new *Wage of three ram.11-1. men who lost their be
Of
nerd's Semite Station, and Plicktown, around the- Otiblie 'square to 18 cents on each $100 of $1000
. • fartned Nathan&
iivei ig World War
iumounced today.
aPPlielt•
The election of .August 27th eit'i Service Staticm
the order
and back, thereby 'paying. (and surance, and in unprotected disbons froswthe next of kin of ?air Service Ide Ansumnop peftcpMr. Springer and his family will be dispensed with lit districts named.
ate do mean wing) his Nit bet tricts from 74 cents to 62 cents.
the
AdmaidelusVeteratia
hIlders,
29 veterans have .been, refueled
Insurance on a similar dwelling have already moved to the city where there is rally one riqthiaiee
debt.
tion has .1111110111Wed.
I. .,
. by
• '
the
••
University
of,
Kentucky;
and
he
has
assumed
operation of for,,, director and such Mithlosie
on a farm is reduced from 90
Application. blanks Will be aNarrow
Escape
Sunday
which
is
planning
to
Hit
the
the
cafe.
He
invites
the
public
will be declared duly el
Sicents to 80 cents. The rate on a
(Martin):
vailable August ,29 in .011 .pcotA farnily of three, riding in a names in a 'War Memorial for all office and . VA , Offices Aiwa
ct
The candidate wet thtiring in frame barn was lowered from td viett him in his new place of rector for the respectiye
Kentuckians
who
lost
.thete
Wee
buairthis.
election
by the
semi-trailer truck narrowlY e"3"
committee
tire northern section of the coun- $1.00 to 90 cents for each $100
through veterans' service mouthcaped death Sunday afternonn as in' the recent war.
ty. and came up to a small store. of insurance.
thtions.
their
truck, out of control, shear- ' A complete list from Fultoft,I It was explained that all the
in which were gathered a large
The new schedule on all class"Midget
-Midget"
Racer
To
Appear
Here
ed
off
two.aides
of
railthe guard
number of men, who were passing es of property was made in conCounty has not been Available, veteren nee& to do is to.oistaiss.
ings on the HighwaY'51 overpass although applications have been sae Of the' aptil*ation reallik
formance with establiebed actthe rainy day by gabbing.
A
sPrdial
feature
at
the
"Y"
Hickman
and
of
came
the
to
corning
West
The noon hour being at hand, uarial practice as required by
sent to the next of kin of all which is ,11,;thfee-fold,earct case
Ky-Tenn fair and American Legion horse rest with its back weels dang- known veterans who died in bat- tinning all ilistriactions tietiessarr
the candidate graciously offered Kentucky Revised Statute 296.ling
in
thin
air.
show,
to
be
held
unof
the
the
basis
tle. There are 24 applications yet to get the dividend, then fill it
to buy drinks, and said invitation 420 and on
at the Fulton fairgrounds
At the point of its stop, the to be received, and 'seven yet to t out and rrlXil it td VA. If the veton August 31, Sept. 1, 2, 3, 4, will be
was accepted by all present. He derwriting fire loss experience
occupants were a- be verified.
and
its
truck
even offered to purchase the eats, in Kentucky, Southall declared.
1 *ran dbes not fcriow the• number
midget auto racing . .. and a special feabout twenty-five feet over the
and again all present cheerfully
contrnittee• of his, insurance policy, the apture of the midget auto program will be double-track
The War Memorial
Central
Illinois
accepted running up quite a size- July 31 Last Day
plicalion can be identified by hie
the appearance of Sharon Ann O'Halloran main line.
is asking that the applicetions service nuMber. rank and the exable bill for the candidate, which
probably the world's tiniest and only
sent
relatives
to
the
of
following
Mr. Ainsworth of Jackson,
act nanie used during service
he paid just as cheerfully as For Auto Permits
midget auto driver.
"Mississippi, driver stated that he men to returned immediately.
with the armed forces.
they had accepted.
for
Last
licenses
renewing
day
was crowded over to the rail as
Then came his appeal, to which
Frank Barnes, Paul H., BrockLittle
Sharon
is
is
to
vehicles
July
operate
pictured
31,
here
in
full he was attempting to pass anoththey cheerfully
listened, and
well, John L. Carter, Loyd L.
racing regalia, and seated in her midget- er 'vehicle.
when he had completed his dis- Justin Atteberry, circuit court
Cary, John W Cowgill, Richard
announced
today.
liclerk
The
midget
racer,
which
is her own little
Mrs. Ainsworth, the only one R. Edwards, Gothery R. Fergercourse. one of the gathering just
car, built for her by her uncle. She has of the three injured, suffered a
as cheerfully replied to this new- censes may be secured from M!ss
son, Harold J. Fields, Oakie Gibthrilled thousands of racing fans with cut forehead. The truck was son, Leo Clidewell, Maning
found friend: "Mister we'd be Martha Smith, city clerk at the
G.
may
blanks
renewal
Hall,
or
City
her performances.
just downright pleased to vote
badly damaged.
Haney, Robert
Harrison.,
L.
Atteberry
Hickto
Mr.
be
at
sent
Farmers have only two more
for you; and if ever you run for
Charles
W. Lankford, James
Additional details and dates of fair
weeks to file their applieltions
office in Kentucky, we'll be hap- man.
Harry
Love,
Edsel
Mays,
Hillory
Darn
Draws
Million
The visit of the circuit clerk to
events will be announced as the dates
py to vote for such a generous
L. McDowell, R. L. McKinney, for benefits due them under the
the City of Fulton to renew lidraw nearer. The dirt track has been
fellow as you.
More than 5,641,000 sightseers James S. Mills, Edward E. Munn, Smith-Doxey Act. according to
censes is a convenience not encompletely regraded, and rails installed, visited TVA's major darns dur- Thomas T. Provow, Clement A. Milliard L. Garner office ProSaid reply brought a red face
joyed by citizens in other counand the fairgrounds are getting a face- ing the 12-month period ending Roper, Herman D. Scheland, Reu- duction and Marketing Adminito the Weakley County candidate
ties where the situation is similifting in anticipation of tremendous June 30--an increase of more ben Smiddy, Pete Jackson Su- stration, U. S. Department of Agwho had strayed across the line
lar to that in Fulton County.
riculture.
into Kentucky.
crowds here dur- than two million over the pre- therland, Russell N. Van Noy,
On August 3 a highway patrolAugust 15. 1949 is the deadline
ceding year These visitors rep- John H. Webb. Glen Dail White.
ing
the
5-day
man will be at the City Hall to
resented all the 48 states, the
ROTARY GOVERNOR
The following narnes have not for filing applications for free
series of events.
give driving tests to those perDistrict of Columbia and 53 for- been verified: J. W. Green Azbell, cotton classing and market news
VISITS HERE
sons not previously holding a
services available to farrners in
Fulton Rotarians this week
This year's eign countries and U.S. posses- W. C. Bowden, James D. Elam.
license.
were host to their new District
Donald J. Shaw. „lames D. Stew- organizerl cotton improvement
tair
sponsored sions.
groups. They should be sent imGovernor. Mark Cunningham of
the YMBC
Others in the top ten were art, Harry J. Williams„ Hubert T. mediately to U. S. Department
Princeton,
at
their Tuesday Mrs. Hazel Scruggs
the Ameri- Fort Loudoun (399,000), Gunters- Wright.
a.
of
Argiculture, PMA, Cotton
luncheon at the Rainbow Room.
Legion is ville (315,700), Cherokee (301,Branch. P. O. Box 363, Memphis
Governor Mark addressed the Is Much Improved
UNION
CITY
COMING
HERE
the first since 400), --Watts Bar (226,100) and
Tennessee.
-club on service activities. and
The Fulton Country Club golf- 1
The innumerable friends of
rest. ..,
'the
war;
in Douglas (203,400).
went into details of various Mrs. Hazel Scruggs,
ers
dropped
their
match
with
the
popular Fulyears gone by
phases of activity in a meeting tonian will be delighted to
t,'
444.
know
'FINISHES SUMMER SCHOOL Mayfield Country Clubbers Sun- ANNUAL WEARLEY PICNIC
the local fairwith officers and
day afternoon 26 to 13 at the
committee that she continues to improve at
Among the 3,458 students fin- Mayfield course.
The Weakley County farm buchairmen after the regular meet- the Fulton Hospital
grounds w ere
where she
in
semester
the
isIsing
their
first
reau is having its annual picnics
,-0
,
.0
ing.
—
the scene
of Washington University Summer
has been a patient for the past
Fulton's Boots Rogers was today (Friday) at the U-T Junior
Norris Dame, an electrician several days.
some of the best
Sehool today is Joseph Robert medalist for the day with a 75.
College campus tit Ma`rtin. The
with the Illinois Central, was
fairs in this sec. Davie. 305 Eddings street, FulThe News staff joins her many
A twenty-mar. team from Un- principal address is to be given
welcomed into the club as a friends in wishing for her a
tion
of
the ton. Young Davis is the son of ion C;ty CO MPS to the local club by Tom J. Hitch. president of
new member.
speedy recovery.
South.
Sunday afternoon for a ma4ch. the Tennessee Farm Bureau.
Davis.
• Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
C. C. Templeton and W W.
King, Martin. have been displaying a prize tomato there, taken
from their garden The yellow tomato measured 14 3-4 inches around and weighed 1 1-4 pounds.
Anyone up around Isere grew 'em
better'
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Friday, July 29, 1949

CHURCH CALENDAR

RUPTURE
THRow AwAy That old truss with harness of leather,
elastic, straps, belts.
ms HERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as world's
greatest discovery tor rupture — Lasts Indefinitely — Always
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight

CITYDRUG CO

•

408 Lake Street
Phones 70-428

First Baptist
Church

Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88

Christian Science
Society

Nazarene

Church

Second and Carr Sts.
W. E. MISCHKE, Minister
Sunday School .....
9:45 a. m.
10:55 a. m.
10:00 a. Frl. Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. Evening Service ..
7:30 P. m
7:00 p. m. Mid-Week service Wed. 7:30 p. m

Riceville
Baptist Church

Contract Funeral Horne for, and Member of:
Kentucky Fluieral Directors' Burial Association,

Crutchfield
Baptist Church
JOE WILSON, Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Preac-hing first and third Sundays 11.00 a. m. and 7:00 p m.

Church of God
CHARLIE MACKINS, Pastor
Sunday School .
10:00 a. m.

Dependable,
Good Quality
109 CHURCH ST.
FULTON
PHONE 183

HELP WANTED
MACHINE OPERATORS
Experienced or Inexperienced
Apply At The Office Of .;„1-,

Middle Road
BOB COVINGTON. Pastor
Sunday School .
10:00 a. m
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship ..... 7:15 p. m.
Mid-Week Service Thurs. 7:00

St. Edwards Church

Off Highway 94
REV. LONNIE STONER, Pastor
Sunday School ..
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Every Sunday except fifth Sunday.
Phone 470 for Job Printing.

Accurate
WOR1CMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by-,

"B" SECTION
Nettie Lee Copele

Drive
Refreshed
Play
Refreshed
Shop
Refreshed
Lunch
Refreshed

ANDREWS
Com
Jewe

Travel
friC4e.‘i

Courtry Hum
Fresh Gulf Shrimp

Work
Refreshed

Calfish

THE DERBY CAFE
CURB SERVICE

HENRY

0

Fried Chicken

JOE WILSON, Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Preaching second and fourth
Sundays 11:00 a. m. ana 7:00 p. m.

Liberty
Baptist Church

Union Cumberland
Presbyterian Church

Zest To The Hour

Real Pit Barbecue
Steaks

Mt. Carmel
Baptist Church
We Handle
Only

Refresh...Add

Cumberland

College and Green
J. C. MATTHEWS, Pastor
J. T. DRACE, Pastor
Bible School
9:45 a.m.
. 9:45 a.m. Morning Worship
Sunday School ...
10:45 a. m.
11:00 a. m. Young People's Society 6:30 p. m.
Morning Worship
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p. m.
6:15 p.
Training Union
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship .
Mid-Week Service — Wednesday
First Methodist
7:15 p.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship ..
Evening Worship

t

•••••••••••••=.

Carr Street
Presbyterian Church
9:45 a. m.
Sunday School
Second and EddingS
Second and Eddings
a.
m.
.....
Service
11:00
Sunday
.
Pastor
HEISNER,
J. G.
E. RUES, Pastor
7:30 p. m.
9:45 a. m. Wed. Testimonial
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
10:50 a. m. Reading Room Open Wednesday Sunday School .....
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
3 to 5 p.m. Morning Worship
6.30 p. m. thru Saturday
Training Union ....
Night
Worship
7:00 p. m.
7:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p. m.
Prayer Service Wed
Church Of The

South Fulton
Baptist Church

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME

Friday July 29,

Preaching (Morning) 11:00 a.m.
Preaching (Evening) 7:00 p.m.
Services every Wednesday and
Friday night 7:15 p.m.

WE HAVE PLENTY OF
PARKING SPACE

whim

UNDER AA11010111TY Of VPIE COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

FULTON

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC,.

PLAN YOUR PARTIES MR THE DERBY ROOM
PHONE 9156 FOR RESERVATIONS

510 Eddings Street
Phone 13554 for Holy Day and
daily schedule.
REV. THOMAS LH3S, Pastor
Masses at 8: a.m. every Sunday
except the fourth, and that at
10: a.m. Confession before 8:
o'clock mass. Benediction following Sunday mass.

Mr. and Mrs. John W.
had as thi ir Sunday
guesN, Mr. and Mrs. Gus .
der, Mr. and Mrs. Dunca
ander, MT'. and Mrs. Dun
exander, Jr., and Sherrell
ter Valley, Mr. and Mrs. 1
and Shirley, Miss Bell M
Mayfield, Mrs. Homer
and daughter and Mrs. T.
ams of Clinton.
The Local 560 gave a
dinner Thursday, July
mime 300 people. The hit
of the occasion was the
lation of its new officers.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom H
of Mayfield were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Luther.
Jimmie Robertson. aon
Jaunita Robertson, has I
of the mumps.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Pea
Danny were in Lexington
Sunday visiting relatives.
Dorris Pearcy and '
Tidwell were in Cayce
night.
L. W. Jones from St. Lc
Red last week with his
arid sister, Mrs. Ruth Jo
Frances Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie
visited Mrs. Adolph Div
baby in the home of he.
Mrs. Jim Turner.
Helen Bally visited Mill
over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvie
ard boys visited her sin
Cecil Lowery and Mr. L.
Dresden, Tenn.
Margaret Holt and Mar
visited
Ermestine
Cu
Saturday afternoon.
Linda Moore spent
night with Mrs. Robbie
and attended the ball gar
Mr. and Mrs. Leon M
ard children from Nash%
visiting Frances McAlist
mother.

First Christian
Church

CUSTOM SEED(LEANING
We have two of the largest and most modern
Clipper cleaners available.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR

Trinity Episcopal
Church
wm. C. TAYLOR, Jr., Minister

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Holy Communion .
W. P. Austin

C. R. Austin

Day Phone: Cayce 17

Night Phone: Fulton, 1225-1-1

1121111M1111111ITTIIVIENEENS

The

11:00 a. m.

Central Church
of Christ

O. W. Austin

Located North of Highwas 94 (On the G.M.A0. Tracks)

11121121E111!!!!IITS

FOR
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Carr Street
PERRY L, STONE, Minister
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m
Church School,
10:00 a. m
Mid-Week service Wed 7:00 p.m.

1 ruler

Second and Carr
CHAS. L. HOUSER, Minister
School
Hible
10:00 a. m.
11forning Wotship
11404 m

217 ELst

Stx
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Happy's Liquor Store

Glen

HOW HIGH IS A TUNE-UP?

This time of-jear your garage doors open onto a wonderful world of
fun, wide an-a-fresh again —waiting for you ond your Buick!

Our Buick rune-ups go for beyond adjusting your spark and carburetor. W•
cover a long list of things— your valve
tappets, voltage regulator, fuel pump
Alter, coil, hose connections, and so on.

Great highways where you breeze along—shaded narrow roads
leading you back to the hills, or to a piece of water you want to
see again—you'll take them equally in your stride if your Buick's
in top-flight shape.

FINE WINES
LIQUORS

We even tighten Me cylinder head
and dean off your battery terminals
— and do all this at a low, low, flatrate price that will surprise you'

How about letting us put it in that shape for you?

CORDIALS

Get one of our conscientious motor tune-ups, and one of our
thoroughgoing Lubricare treatments. We'll put the bounce back in
your motor—while we're taking the bounce out of your ride.

IMPORTS
SCOTCHES
Happy Hogan

Wray Ward

Located on Church Street
Across From Andrews Jewelry Store

Fulton, Kentucky

We do this well because we're Buick men. We know your Buick,
we've studied correct factory methods for each operation, we
know the factory specifications your car was built to. We use
genuine Buick parts—even special Buick tools!
Yet you don't pay a penny more for all these extras. Stop in this
week, won't you?
1610.00404011tV•`'
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BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
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Originated in 1937
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Nettie Lee Copelen
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilkerson
had as their Sunday dinner
guests, Mr. and Mrs Gus Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. Duncan -Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Alexander; Jr., and Sherrell of Water Valley, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hill
and Shirley, Miss Bell Miller, of
Mayfield, Mrs. Homer Wilbur
and daughter and Mrs. T. C. Adams of Clinton.
The Local 560 gave a lovely
dinner Thursday, JUly 21, to
nome 300 people. The high light
of the occasion was the installation of its new officers.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hargrove
of Mayfield were the Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mr& Guthrie
Luther.
Jimmie Robertson, son Of Mrs.
Jaunita Robertson, tin' s been ill
of the mumps.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Pearcy and
Danny were in Lexington, Tenn.,
Sunday visiting relatives.
Dorris Pearcy and Virginia
Tidwell were in Cayce Monday
night.
L. W. Jones from St. Louis visited last week with his mother
arid sister, Mrs. Ruth Jones and
Frances Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Martin
visited Mrs. Adolph Davis and
baby in the home of her sister,
Mrs. Jim Turner.
Helen Baily visited Millie Gray
over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvie Jackson
and boys visited her sister. Mrs.
Cecil Lowery and Mr. Lowry of
Dresden, Tenn.
Margaret Holt and Marie Wilds
visited
Erinestine
Cummings
Saturday afternoon.
Lirtda Moore spent Monday
night with Mrs. Robbie Hudson
and attended the ball game.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McAlister
and children from Nashville are
visiting Frances McAlister and
mother.

Mrs. A. J. Fletcher and son
from Memphis are visiting Mr
and Mrs.'Mac Scearce and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Harrison and
son, and James Gilbert
were
Saturday night supper gueSts of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Underw000
and Frances.
Loretta King visited Saturday
afternoon in the home of Mrs.
Raleigh White.
•
Melvin, you had better watch
out when you steal a horse You
might get,flogged. Try arid use
Bob William's technigue, get it
when the person isn't looking.
The Friendly Five Quartet and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Puckett were
Sunday night supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mathews and
son, Larry.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Fry and
son from Ohio are spending their
vacation with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Coy Harrison.
The B and C sections gave Mrs.
Virgivia (Cooley) Murphey a
lovely household -shower Tuesday at noon. She received anany
useful gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Jones and
•son. Mr. and Mrs. Will Matthews
and Nancy spent Sunday with
mr. and Mrs. Joe McIntyre and
Bob of McConnell.
Odell Killebiew,•.Bobby McMillins and Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Evans enjoyed the motorcycle races at Nashville Sunday.
Mary Catherine Hale was in
Memphis 'Tuesday.
Congratulations to Mears Sills
who was married July 16-to Wesley Wation.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McAlister
and children, Frances McAlister
and mother and W. O. Greer
tvent to Gilbertsville Sunday.
Frances Lee Jones would like
to thank the 3rd unit for the
beautiful flowers.
.

FOR 600D FOOD
TIt4E VISIT

The Grill Cafe
Under New Management
217 East 4ih Street

Plate Lunches

Fulton
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Carrye Lee Etheridge
Rev. and Mrs. John L. Bradley
of Knoxville, Tenn., visited Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Burgess Friday. Rev. Bradley is Mrs. Burgess brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Neely
and granddaughter, LaDonna
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Alex Hester in Martin.
Alceon Bazzle and Bobbie Sue
Fluchanan attended the Wedding
of Harold Henderson and Fay
Dunning Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams attended church Saturday night at
OM Bethel.
Dora Dean and Rose Marie
Callison are spendfng two weeks
in St. Louis visiting their sister, Mrs. Martha Hardy.
Alceon Bazzle had dinner Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Wilkerson.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Hampton
Cox had dinner Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Mangold in
Hickman.
Mr. and Mrs. nank Gilbret
and daughters, Loretta and Juanita spent Sunday in Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Wade ,Hampton
Cox and Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Mangold visited Mr. and Mrs.
L. C. Maddox Sunday.
When you have heard Baker
Cosby croon the "Hadacall Boogie," then you have heard everything.

spent Sunday at Kentucky Lake.
Mi and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell,
N:rs. Carlene Stokes and children visited Mr. and Mrs. Berry
Stokes in Paducah Friday afternoon.
Rupert Browder is improving
in the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. 'and Mrs. Gussie Browder,
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell,
Mrs. Carlene Stokes and children, Mr. and Mrs. William McClanahan and daughter, Joan,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt and
Jimmie Wallace enjoyed a picric supper Saturday nigfit on the
lawn of Mr. and Mrs. Lon
Brown's horpe on Pearl street.
LPlia 'Mae Harriscai remains a
patient at Haws Hospital and her
condition is unimproved
Mrs. Allie Browder visited Mr.
and Mrs. Boyd Browder in Union City Tuesday.
Eugene Bard -spent the weekend with friends in Bowling
Green, Ky. .
Mr. and Mrs. Percy King and
Helen returned Monday from
several days vacation in the
Smokey Mountains and 'other I
places of inferest.
•
Mrs. Gus Bard and guest Mrs.
R B. Hamby of Nashville, spent
Wednesday in Paducah.

Goa Comvolot4!
Companionable men like to share a
good thing. That's why,at any friendly get-together, this 93 proof Kentucky whiskey gets the call!
,,,

iiias"E;

'Uniformly Fine
Since 1869-

KENTUCKY WHISKEY
—A BLEND
NATIONAL -DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP., NEW YORK, N. Y. • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL

MARY NELL PAGE
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Taylor, Jr.
and Russ spent the weekend in
Dickson, Tenn., with Mr. and Mrs ;
Roy Greer and family.
Mrs. Corrie Hamilton of Mayfield spent a few days last week j
with Mrs. Edith Nall and Helen 1
Nall
Mary Nell Page and• daughter
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Jeffress.
Mr. and Mrs.
Ruddle visited the formers father, J. E.
Ruddle in Farmington„ Ky., Sunday afternoon.
Helen Nall and Aubrey Taylor
had supper Thursday night with
Mary Nell Page.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Crawford
had supper Sunday night with
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Jackson in
Dresden, Tenn.
011ie Yates, Maggie Yates, Mrs.
Ancie Yates and Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Johnson visited Mr. and
Mrs. John E. Boaz in Mayfield
Suhday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Jeffress.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Arnett of
San Diego, Calif., visited Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Haman Wednesday night of last 'leek.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Green
and daughter and Robert Neale
of Akron, O., are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Neal and Mr.
and Mrs. James Neal of Wingo,
Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Garney Yates and
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Crawford
spent' Sunday in Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Terrell Hamilton
and son of Mayfield spent Sunday with Mrs. Edith Nali and
Helen Nall.

All Kinds of Cold Drinks
Glenn Springer, Prop.

ON THIS
BRAND NEW
210 lb.
CAPACITY

Mrs. Leslie Nugent, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Weatherspoon spent Sunday with Mr.
and Nathan Gossum in Water
Valley.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley
have returned home from a vacation with relatives in Detroit,
Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thompson
and Mr. and Mrs. Louie Bard

KELVINATOR
FREEZER
Rera-e4649Nft
Abw $21995

We are pleased to announce

Mr. Henry M. Bethel
Is now associated with us as salesman and would appreciate

144 e /ase

the continued patronage of all his former friends and customers when in need of anything in furniture or electrical appliance lines.

• BUILT COMPLETELY BY KELVINATOR!
• NATIONALLY POPULAR SIZE!

McDade Furniture Co.
212 Church St.

Phone 905

Fulton, Ky.

spurrs

;
0,

PALF.ST1NE
Short Orders

A

• HOLDS 210 LBS. FROZEN FOODS!
•4-WALL REFRIGERATION!

• SEPARATE FAST-FREEZING SECTION!
• TWO WIRE STORAGE BASKETS!
• COMPACT—TAKES LESS FLOOR SPACE!
• REFRIGERATED BY KELVINATOR'S
FAMOUS HEAVY-DUTY POLARSPHEREI

City Electric and Tire Company
205 Commercial

Fulton

Phone 401

THE FULTON COU.NTY NEWS, FULTON, KY., FRIDAY JULY 29, 1949
resent Fulton and Hickman counties in the
General AssemblYi. Harvey Pewitt knew that
he was unfamiliar with the game of politics,
but he was NOT unfamiliar with the dire
need for good roads in this country, which
had long been neglected. He took the job.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Office Box 485
Fulton, Kentucky
— R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
-- Subscription Rates $2 pei year in Fulton,
Hickman. Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
Thruout the United States, $2.00 per ,year.
--------- -Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the postal act
March, 1879.

In his "freshman" term Harvey Pewitt
did an outstanding job of representing the
two counties. In his quiet unassuming way
he made friends who respected and admired
him for the honorable man that he is. He
sought the friendship and influence of people
who could help his district. During his terin

Published Every Friday Of The Year
There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy. like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Arionymous.

Every now and then it becomes the privilege of a newspaper to write an editorial
that stems from loyalty to one's community
mid the area surrounding it. That privilege
comes to us now regarding the coming election on August 6. The election will be for offices within the boundary of the county except in the instance of the representatives race
where Fulton County's own Harvey Pewitt
seeks re-election to the office that serves
both Fulton and Hickmtm counties.
Harvey Pewitt is a Fulton County man
in every sense of the word. He was born and
r-ared here. He grew up in the county. He
went to school and learned to farm here. At
farming he chose not the path of least resistance, but delved into the finer points
ut agriculture, of modern machinery, of soil
rotation and conservation, of new plants, of
new farming methods, until he has seen the
wea that he loves develop into one of the
finest agricultural regions in the entire United States. He has been a mainstay in Farm
Bureau work and has worked with the group,
shoulder to shoulder with high calibre men
like himself, until it too has gained a nationwide reputation.

Two years ago he was prevailed upon to rep-

and to do more, too.
He has no axes to grind.
He doesn't want to go back to the legislature with a "chip on his shoulder" to fight
political factions. He doesn't play ball that
way.
He has taken time off from his farming
Interests to see the voters, to learn of their
many needs, so that with the people in his
district behind him, he can do the real job
that needs to be done down here.

A comic aspect of our American life is
the professional representative of some state
or region. As education has become more
Stir-reaching, regionalism in general has lost
much of its repulsive oi comic aspect. 1.Vhen
the average person had traveled very little
and the ignorant one not at all, it probably
was not so comic to those who knew the
professional New Englander or Virginian or
Southerner. But there now seems to be something strained cir old-fashioned about this debberate attempt to perpetuate an older type.
In the first place, there is no typical person
in any region; that is a figment of the imagination of well-meaning but nevertheless
ignorant people. There are tall and short, skinny and stout, handsome and ugly in
all regions and among all classes. Our types
are
=any, not few. But there still are those
who
imagine it essential to their fame
or prosperity to assume the supposed look
of a region_
Since you and I know the Southern
Colonel best, suppose we look at him first.
He
is certainly a scarce article now and
must be
largely a matter -of memory to many
who
may read this coliimn.
older ones will
recall the gentlemen with the mustache
and
goatee, with the far-away look in his
eyes,
with his actual or assumed Southern
accent.
with his slow speech and his slurred
r's.
When he speaks, lie rarely used
three sentences without mentioning the Civil
War and
its lieroes. He is a walking delegate
of the
Old South, a land that may have
existed in
lhe imagination but hardly
anywhere else.
One of my unsought correspondents
must be
of this sort, though I have not yet
seen him.
Efe keeps his eye open to detect
any aspersions cast of his fair land: he even
wanted
me to be investigated because
I said that
much of the soil of the South
was worn out
by the slave owners and their
wasteful agriculture. He says that all the
evils of the
South have come from the Poor White
Trash,
am! I imagine that he places me
in that uncomplimentary category.
The New Englander in our part
of the
world is too often not a Ney,r England
er at
all hut someone from a crossroa
ds Middle
Wester -I place vvho went East for
his education vnd forgot that he had not
been born
there. Too often, I say as a professo
r, he
is a college man, often a teacher,
laboring
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Harvey Pewitt will serve an uncluttered
term of office. His one aim and object will
be to work for the people he represents. He
has •Mated that he will vvork with the
administration in power. but certainly will not
be a ''yes man" v...hen it comes to the wants
of his people. For those interests he
will
fight and fight lard.
In Harvey Pewitt there is an investm
ent.
An investment of trust and dependency.
An
investment to seek accomplishment.
To see
brought into reality' the things that have
been
promised for many, many, years prior
to his
election two years ago.
There will be Isierhendous dividends
paid
with the election of Harvey Pewitt
as representative from Fulton and Hickma
n counties.

under the impression that all regional speech
and ideas except those of Boston are
corruptions of the true American brand.
Language to this sort of professional
becomes
one of the exfuisitearts, not a means
to an
end. Broad a's, dropped r's, a voice far
back
in the .mouth, and a speeded -up tempo
attest
the genuineness of the article except to
one
who really knows and sees how cheap
an
imitation the fellow often is. As I have
said
before in this column, a few choice pronunc
iations have been memorized by the
professional, who often stumbles right over others
without knowing how inconsistent he is
and
how comic to the listener. Just why
so certain ideas have to be expresses in New
England pronunciations, anyway? The
selfrighteous look on the face of the professional

Or•-•
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The cultivation of the moral judgment
is the crucial need of civilization.—Dr.
Torrance Phelps.
The men who succeed best in public life
are those who take the risk of standin
g by
their own convictions.—James Garfield.

-

to call in an interpreter!"

their building laSt week.
Mr. and Mrs William Earl
Long and son, David, of Pierce,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long
and daughter Sunday.
Mr. James T. Kendall. candidate for Count)
, Court Clerk of
Obion County, recently visited
here soliciting the vote of his
many friends in this vicinity. Mr.
Kendall taught at the McConnell grade schools for two years
and made .many friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Smith
and daughter visited Mr. and
Mrs. R. H. Moss, Jr., and family
Sunday.
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The revival meeting at the
Baptist Church came to an end
Saturday night with two additions being added to the. church.
The revival was conducted by
Bro. B. F. Bynum, assisted by PUTNA
M LEADS TRAP SHOOT
Bro. Hamblin, pastor.
Dr. R. V. Putnam was high
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Moss, Jr., man
Sunday afternoon at the
Mr. and Mrs. Buck Wilhaucks
Fulton Trap Club shoot with a
and Mr. and Mrs. Thad Parrish
.score of 22 out of 25. He was folspent Saturday fishing on Ken- lowed
by O. M. McPherson with
tucky Lake.
21 out of 25 and D. J. Jones,•CorMrs. L. T. Caldwell was hospit- nell Johnson, and Billy
Hill with
alized at the JoneS Clinic, Ful- 18 out of 25.
ton, last week due to a foot inA large crov,11 attended the
jury and for a general check-up. first shoot in several
weeks, desMr. and Mrs. J. M. Parrish and pite the intermittent
rain.
Mr. anci Mrs. Thad Parrish and
The trap has been broken sevson, James Larry., attended the eral weeks and was
rebuilt durDuroc Association Field Day at ing the week.
Tom Stewart Air Field. Union
Club officials again issued an
City, last week.
invitation for new members. InMrs. Fred Morris left this week formation about the club may be
for an extended visit with friends obtained from Bill McDade, club
and relatives in Grenada, Miss. secretary. Plans for a turkey
The McConnell Church of shoot are being made, it was anChrist acquired new Seats for nounced.

From The Files:

Back 471141 Cloch
August 2, 1929:

Five places were padlocked and
thus retrained from selling popuSaturday is election day and
lar
brands of liquid to Union
every voter should cast a vote for
City's thirsty citizens.
his or her favorite.
Around the area with the corIt is estimated that Lon Adrespondents:
ams will rgceive the largest vote
ROUTE FIVE: Bro. Cobe, wife
of any candidate in the race for
and daughter, motored through
County Attorney. Some say his
from Wichita Falls, Texas arrivmajority will go around
450
ing at Mr. Almus Colley's on
votes.
Saturday. Quite a number of old
An auto collision Sunday aftfriends were there to welcome
ernoon between a Whippet and
him back, and lots of younger
a Ford on the Fulton-Hickman
ones to get acquainted . . . Mr.
highway injured 7 and wrecked
A. J. Butts is very ill, having
two cars. The Whippet was ochad a chill on Sunday, and anothcupied by Mr. and Mrs. A. Simper on Monday, followed by a
son of Cayce and their two chilvery high fever.
dren, Helen and Lebuel, all of
WATER VALLEY: Bonnie, the
whom were injured. The Ford
little
five-year-old daughter of
was driven by P. S. Staggs of
Mr.
and Mrs. Preston Brown, is
Route 3, Clinton, and contained
seriousl
y ill of .meningitis . . .
his mother and father and J. A.
Mrs. Cloa Bushart has returned
McBridge and Ida Franklin, all
to St. Louis after a visit with
of whom were injured.
her mother, Mrs. Callie Gardner.
DuPont paints, enamels, varDUKEDOM: Mr. and Mrs. Litnishes . . . Larry Beadles, Fultie Carr have returned here fr)m
ton's exclusive book store (adv)
Akron to make their home . . .
Through the activity of Obion
Mrs. Susie-Wiley, Miss Rosemary
County sherriff, Jack Hubbs, Murphe
y and Master Festus Murbooze drinkers around Union
phey spent Wednesday afternoon
City will find a desert area for
with Mrs. Lucille Work and famthe next few months, at least.
ily.
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Your grain properly balanced
make more eggs and make
them economically. W• use
Purirta Concentrates and
follow approved
Purina Formulas. See us today for Approved Purina
Custom Mixing
Service.

Letters To The Editors

Democratic National Committee
Women's Division
Washington 6, D. C.
July 22. 1949
Mrs. Johanna Westpheling
The Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I was ‘erv much interested in
your editorial of June 17th, cap.

tioned "A Vote With A Bustle...
There is no question in my mind
but that such editorials are constructive, effective and far too
few.
I hope sincerely that your
readers will heed your advice and
will make their contribution to
the selection of qualified people
to run the affairs of your city

Your grain will make mor•
pork when properly balanced.
We WM Purina
Conc•ntrat••
according to
approved Purina Formulas.
S•• u• today
for

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
409 COLLEGE ST.
Custom Seed Cleaning

rnoNF: 620
Custom Grinding and Mixing
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NOW IS THE TIME
To Place Your Order

FOR FALL DELIVERY

471se Ma4c4
gun..There are too many people
living on the land.
In the last four years old Doctor Galloway has seen much of
the South. Many trips lasting six
to ten days into Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, Arkansas. Mostly to see as much as
possible of what the South is
doing. And little tours through
Kentucky, which, economically if
not geographically, is a part of
the South. I have always looked
upon the state of my birth as
Southern. Our place is only three
miles below what a Tennessee
humorist calls Smith & Wesson's
Line, which puts me far enough
in the South to qualify me as a
Southener.
Well my diagnosis at least is
simple and understandable. The
patient is getting healthier and
stronger day by day.
The states south of Mason &
Dixon Line are prospering as
they never prospered before. I
mean to date. Nobody knows
what may happen to the country's economy in the next few
years.
The
causes
of industrial
growth and agricultural gains
are too many for me to list, eVen
if I knew them all. But high
prices for stuff Southeners themselves have been producing, the
advent of much outside capital.
big advances in technology, and
a general awakening
among
Snutheners themselves.
Behind other regions? Yes, but
we are catching up faster than
ever before.
With an even break in freight
rates and in the markets of this
country and of the world the
Old South
keep right on
gaining.

from

YOUR GRAIN & PURINA YOUR GRAIN & PURINA

Ewing Galloway:

A lot of diagnosticians have
been telling the world what ails
the South. Some of them do a
fairly good job of diagnosing.
Some depend on what they read
in the newspapers and magazines, without making a personal
examination of the patient. The
latest report on what's the matter with us comes from the National
Planning
Association's
Committee of the South, in 154shows how much he enjoys his own artistry
pages.
and how much he regards himself as a
misHere are some of the more imsionary to the benighted Middle Western
portant findings and recomendaers
tions:
or Southerners whom he hopes to bring
*.o
Mechanization of agriculture
the true faith.
and industrial growth in the last
five years have been phenomenIn general an older person who develop
al.
ed in his tender years some professional reThe South has a great resergionlist can be forgiven, but I do not know
voir of undeveloped resources,
untapped markets, and manpowof any fate cruel enough for younger people
er available for new industries
who have adopted the same idiocy.
and businesses.
OccasThe most important phase of
ionally I find a person under twenty
who
the South's problem with which
imagines that it is his calling to enlighte
n
Federal policy must deal is that
all the boobs who have not acquired his
of raising per capita wealth and
afincome in the South.
fected manners and accents. One boy
from,
The committee would have the
my own town acquired from September
to
Government help the
public
Christmas. the first year he was at Harvard
schools with Federal funds pro,
vided the aid didn't become a
tones that would have made the most
dishuge burden to th e national
tinguished New Englander green with envy.
treasury and did not involve the
Another one from the sticks has acquire
abolition of racial segregation.
d
The South, of course, is far besuch a fondness for the Old South
that he
hind the Northern states in inasked me once whether I thought the
dustrial
production. The comCivil
mittee's report suggests that in
War would ever break out again. He is
dea
boom
year
like in 1948, when
sirous of anniilating the whole Yankee
tribe.
both prices and physical exThere used to be an old warning that
pansion
were
at their peaks, a
is apfour to five billion dollar investplicable to the professional: "Act your age."
ment would be necessary to overcome the South's economic lag.
Farm tenancy is disappearing.
Pleasure is very seldom found whert it
Mechanization has hardly beis sought.
lirightest blaze of glad
ne,s are
kindled by unexpect-

ed sparks—Samuel Johnson

the
and county by studying
qualificatiorits of each candidate
carefully. And I hope too that
they will encourage other women candidates to enter the field
of public office, beside the two
referred to in your article.
With all good wishes, I am
Niery Sincerely yours,
INDIA EDWARDS

McCONNELL, TENN.

Fulton County especially, and a goodly
number in Hickman County want to see Harvey Pewitt go back to the General Assembly
as representative to finish the job he began,

Tidbits of Kentucky Folic-Lore
The "'Professional"

by McFeeffers
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the counties he represents have seen some of
the fruits of his influence in the road building program for Fulton and Hickman Counties.

Pewitt Is Good Investment

It was only natural then, that wit'n the
development of his area he knew the
urrxicy of good roads and good State contacts
for further development of his native land.

FRICTLY BUSINESS

Of All Grades Of

Fertilizers

WH

Phosphate

CITY COAL CO.
""

Telephone 51

SALE
Wallrite

98

Paper
Geed '10

Per Roll

FRE

We Are Closing Out
Our Entire Stock Of

-

Acme Paint

Ma'

Phoni

At Greatly Reduced
Prices

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.
210 Church Street

Fulton, Ky.
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AWARDS LISTS ANNOUNCED FOR WEST KYTENN FAIR AUG. 31 AND SEPT. 1,1,3,4
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idall, candirt Clerk of
itly visited
vote of his
vicinity. Mr.
the McCona- two years
nds here.
mace Smith
Ki Mr. and
, and family

(The following information
is reprinted from the forthc
oming
catalogue of the Fair, and
will serve as a useful guide to entrants in the. dairy cattle
„ beef cattle and hog exhibits.--ed./
DAIRY CATTLE
Rules Governing Dairy Cattk:
I. All animals must be in
their stalls by 10:00 a.m.,
Wednesday, August 3Ist and remai
n vn the Fairgrpunds until 4:00 p.m., Friday
, Septernber 2nd.
2 All ages of cattle
in regard to classes shall be
January 1st and July 1st.
3 In case of controversy,
rules and regulations covering National Dairy Show
will be used to settle the
controversy.
4. This dairy show is open
to both grades and registered cattle.
COMMITTEE
W. P. Burnette, Dewey Johnso
n, Paul Jolly, Frank (Iibbs
LUNIOR DIVISION
ORM 1 Jerseys
Et. Rib. R. Rib. W. Rib.
Under 1 year
.$5.00
$4.00
$3.00
Over I year, under 2 years.
5.00
4.00
3.00
Over 2 years, under 4 years
5.00
4.00
3.00
Over 4 year old cows
5.00
4.00
3.00
Class II Gurnseys
B. Rib. R. Rib. W. Rib.
Under 1 year
•$5 GO
$4.00
$3.00
Over 1 year, under 2 years
5.00
4.00
3.00
Over 2 years, under 4 years
5.00
4.00
3.00
Over 4 year old COWS
5.00
4.00
.3.00
Class III Holstein.s
B. Rib. R. Rib. W. Rib.
Under 1 year
.$5.00
$4.00
$3.00
Over I year, under 2 years
5.00
4.00
3.00
Over 2 years, under 4 years
5.00
4.00
3.00
Over 4 year old cows
5.00
4.00
3.00
Class IV Brown S w is.s
B. Rib. R. Rib. W. Rib.
Under 1 year
.$5.00
$4.00
$3.00
Over I year, under 2 years
5.00
4.00
3.00
Over 2 years, under 4 years
5.00
4.00
3.00
Over 4 year uld cows
. 5.00
4.00
3.00
All animals entered must be owned
and shown by a
4-H Club or F.F.A. member
accompanied by record
books approved by their sponso
r,
If the premiums for the animals
shown exceed $200,
each exhibitor will receive his
proportionally.
OPEN CLASSES
Class I Jerseys
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Jr. calf under 6 months $6.00 $.5.00
$4.00 $3.00 $2.00
Sr. calf 6 to 12 months.... 6.00
5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00
Jr. yearling under 18 mo. 6.00
5.00 4.00 310 2.00
Sr. yearling under 24 mo
6.00 5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00
2 year old cow
7.00 6.00 5 00 4.00 3.00
3 year old cow
7.00 6.00 5 00 4.00 3.00
4 year old cow and over
9 00 7.00 5.00 4.00 3.00
Clalla
Gurriseys
1st ind 3rd 4th 5th
Under 1 year
.
$6.00 $5.00 $4.00 $3.00 $2.00
Over 1 year under 2 years 6.00
5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00
Over 2 years under 4 years 7.00 6.00
5.00 4.00 3.00
4 years and over.
8.00 6.00 5.00 4.00 3.00
Chas ILU Holsteins
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Under 1 year ..
... 6.00 5.00 4 00 3.00 2.00
Over 1 year under 2 years 6.00
5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00
Over 2 years under 4 years 7.00
6.00 5.00 4.00 3.00
4 years and over
8.00 6.00 5.00 4.00 3.00
Clasi IV Bre'vn Swiss
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Under 1 year .
$6.00 $5.00 $4.00 $3.00 $2.00
Over 1 year' under 2 years 6.00
5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00
Over 2 years under 4 years 7.00
6.00 5.00 4.00 3.00
4 years and over
8.00 6.00 5.10 4 00 3.00
19
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
4 Jr. Champion Ribbons
4 Sr. Champion Ribbons
4 Sr. Champion (Rosettes)
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

"Love" is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon which will be
read in all Christian Science
/bore's So AMR
churches throughout the world on
for Vs Mai* Sunda
y, July 31.
The Golden Text is: "Be perf(
t
‘
y
ect, be of good comfort, be of one
mind, live in peace: and the God
of love and peace shall be with
A shouted warming. A whin you." (II Col. 13:11)
.
.
laced remark.
heU
directioel Of comm.
Among the
're
citations
which
sot "dmr-bee ise't
• comprise the Lesson
-Sermon is
lot yoe're missing?
Yoe am do something the following from
the Bible:
6N:unmet Itemise loss Might
sow-before mad dm/sem ,'And we have known and
bec..... sv os vs.. WIRT lieved the love
that
God
hath to
shoemeds, maltase diet
us. God is love; and "he that
penes. nations gets deaf
et °ace. ham turned so Boi•
tam for relietund hem hem dwelleth in love dwelleth in God,
graefel mac Niece. Pot and God in him." (I John 4:16)
Beirone

The Fulton County News, Fulton,
Kentucky
BEEF CATTLE
Rules Governing Beef Cattle:
1. All animals must be in their stalls
by 10: a.m.
Wednesday, August 31st and remain on the
Fairgrounds until 4: p. m. on Friday, September
2nd.
2. All ages of cattle in regard to classe
s shall be
January 1st and July 1st.
3. In case of controversy in handling of
the show, the
committee for the division concerned
reserves the
-right to make a decision, and their decisi
on shall
final.
4. This beef show is open to both grades
and Registered cattle.
COMMITTEE:
Sam Reed
Carnell Hancock
Bob White
HEREFORD
Premiums on first eight classes: First-$10.00
, Second$7.00, Third--$4.00, Fourth--$3.00, Fifth-$1.00.
Class
1 Best Bull Calf (Born since July 1, 1948)
2 Best Bull Calf (Born July 1, 1947 to July
1, 1948)
3 Best Bull (2 to 4 years old) Born July 1,
1945 to
July 1, 1947)
4 Best Aged Bull (Born prior to July 1, 1945)
5 Best Heifer Calf (Born since July 1, 1948)
6 Best Heifer Calf (Born July 1, 1947 to July
1, 1948)
7 Best Cow (2 to 4 years old) (Born July
1, 1945 to
July 1, 1947)
8 Best Aged Cow (Born prior to July 1,
1945)
9 Champion Female-Rosette
10 Champion Male-Rosette
ANGUS
Premiums on first six classes: First-$10.00
; Second$7.00; Third-$4.00.
Class
1 Best Bull Calf born since July 1, 1948
2 Best Bull Calf (Born July 1, 1947 to July
I, 1948)
3 • Best Bull (over two years old) (Born
before July
1, 1947)
4 Best Heifer Calf (Born since July 1,
1948)
5 Best Heifer Calf (Born July 1, 1947 to
July 1, 1948)
6 Best Cow (2 years and over) (Born
prior to July 1,
1947).
7 Champion Female-Rosette.
8 Champion Male-Rosette
SHORTHORN
Premiums on first six classes: First-410.00
; Second$7.00; Third-$4.00.
Class
I Best Bull Calf (Born since July
1, 1948).
2 Best Bull Calf (Born July 1, 1947
to July 1, 1948)
3 Best Bull (Over two years old) (Born
before July,
1, 1947)
4 Best Heifer Calf (Born since July 1,
1948)
5 Best Heifer Calf (Born July 1, 1947
to July 1, 1948)
6 Best Cow (2 years and over) (Born
prior to July
1, 1947)
7 Champion Female-Rosette
8 Champion Male-Rosette
FIOGS
Rules Governing Hogs:
I. All animals must be in their stalls
by 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, August 31st and remain on
the Fairgrounds until 4:00 p.m. Friday, September
2nd.
2. All ages of hogs in regard to classe
s shall be January 1st and July 1st.
3. In case of controversy in handling of
the show, the
committee for the division concerned reserv
es the

Sample Ballot
CITY OF FULTON, KENTUCKY
ELECTION SATURDAY. AUGUST 6. 1949

Get the full facts on this
common problem -learn
whet modern science is
doing for the hard of
hearing. Let us send You
our free booklet full of
interesting facts. It's •b•
solutely free. All you hme
to do is fill out the coupon
and send it in. Do it now!
Goad tkAumkeeping
•••ft.*

Phone 4946

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

Paducah. Ky.
FREI BOOK

I

MA.l. COUPON

earing erv ce
Box 727. Paducah, Ky.

Belt011e

Maim send mg •aloable FREk Bookie"
hbout DEAFNESS AND HOW TO
VU,COINE IT.
I

I Name
Addresa
j Town

Suva

I

Don'
it give storage space to
has-been radios! Let us restore them to active life. An
extra
radio for
kitchen,
garage or guest room, would
be a welcome addition to your
family.
Honest diagnosis.

WINES

WHISKEY
RUM

GIN

LIQUERS

Bro. James Miller will begin a
revival meeting at Bible Union
Church on the 5th Sunday at 4
o'clock. Bro Rodney Miller of
Dukedom will direct the sing ng.
The public is invited.

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

OCTANE - TAILORED

Mrs. Dorothy Brundige and
Suzanne are on vacation in Chicago, Ill., and Omaha, Nebraska.
They will attend the wedding of
Miss Betty Ruth Pentecost in
Chicago, Ill.

For best mileage, you want the best gas.
GUL
is octane-tailored to your Summerti F
me
driving in the Mid-South. Our gas,
like our
service, is top-notch.
gas

WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery
Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUC
TS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

yet 2,000 'SEXAUEr Triplo-W
rts and Precision Tools STOP
AKS, prolong this /de col value
umbing and hoofing Asthma.

POLSGROVE

•SEKAUEA PATO

'EASY-TITE"

SERVICE STATION
Phone 9193
Mayfield Iii-Way

AUCET WASHERS.
ordinary kind 6-1A-1. Their
OttPONT NEOPRENE body suills
loot waft', upwords of 300%
like a ties.'11ASYsTITIES"
mush out of shape..

J. E. CAMPBELL
Plumbing Shop
908 Walnut
Phone 1037

'se

It Pays To Advertise In The News!

Sample Ballot
Fulton County, Kentucky
Primary Election To Be Held Saturday, August
6. 1949
DEMOCRATIC PARTY

For State Representative
Harvey M. Pewitt
Fulton, Ky.

For County
Tax Conunissio
. ner
Elmer Murchison •

Harry Lee Waterfield
Clinton, Ky.

HarrY L. White

Harry Poynor

Dee L. McNeill

Frank H. Mooney

Homer Roberts .

Earl Tibbs

(Vote For Sir.)

Alvin R (Humpy) Edwards

CHARLES H. GREGORY
MRS. ALICE CLARK COLEMAN..
0

111

For County Court Clerk

RUSSELL H. PITCHFORD

Herman L. Gaddie

R. O. WILLIAMS

Hazel Bradley

El

CHARLES R. BENNETT

J. T. (Turney) Davie
JOE TREAS •
E. Leland Jewell
P G. BOYD
I. W. (Irby) Hammond
G. B. BUTTERWORTH

G. J. (Gip) McDade

J

M. E. (Red) Garrison

MANSFIELD MARTIN

Roy Nethery

DON W. HILL

Myatt (Mike) Johnson
I, C. N. Holland, Clerk of the
Fulton County Court, do hereby
certify that the above is a true and
correct copy of the ballot to be
voted upon in the city of
Fulton at the Primary election to be
held Saturday, August 6, 1949.

Jsmes (Friday) Cagle

Aaron M. Sanders

For Constable
District No. 1
Neal B. Looney

El

For Constable
DISTRICT NO. 3

Kathryn Rogers Kelly

. ..

0

E. E.(Ed) Brockman

Robert (Hammer) Johnston

Cl

John H. Lattus
Swayne Allen
Delmar D. Harrison

For Magistrate
DISTRICT NO. 2
Clyde Corum
J. C. (Jim) Purcell
H. R. Sublett, Sr.

For Magistrate
DISTRICT NO. 3
F. L. Green, Sr.

0

H. Clay Poynor, Sr.

I, C. N. Holland, Clerk of the Fulton County Court, do
hereby certify that the
above is a true and correct copy of the ballot to be
voted upon in Fulton County
at the primary election to be held Saturday, August 6, 1949.

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave-

Fulton

Ezell Jones from Florida visited his mother this past week.

For Sheriff

A NEW L.EASE
ON LIFE

2031 Jefferson

FOR CITY COUNCILMEN

JAI`.:ES MEACHAM

ONE-UNIT HEARING AID

O. A. Roland

ICED

For Jailer

ALVA T. OWENS, JR.

MONO-PAC
FRESH-TESTED BATTERIES
All Makes
Mail us your battery orders
We pay postage

Johnnie Brundige, the 15 year
old son of Mr and Mrs. Clifton
Brundige of Cleveland, O., who
snakes his home with his grandmother, Mrs. Suzan
Brundige,
east of Latham, is a victim of
polio. He was carried to an isolated hospital in Memphis last
Saturday. Johnnie will be a junior in Dresden High School this
year. He has many friends who
are hoping for him a speedy recovery.

For County Judge

Phone 470 for Job Printing.

FREE BOOK

LATHAM
AND BIBLE UNION

(Continued un Page Seven)
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km bees
not only irs astir=
of hearing lost, but ia
most seta
.
. casts too.
Trained cooteltants
can fa the Beltone to YOUR perafitilar needs
whether they're mild or severe. MEd rens•m•
Iffit,
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EICIEIEDDIEL1

eek.
liam Earl
, of Pierce,
. Paul Long

Clerk, Fulton County Court
Clerk, Fulton County Court

t
The Fiilten?CeuiftikliTeere,

•

is.err •••

2110111,419

1194105,
jam *PI

Mri. James Willingham and oth,
er relatives in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde -Fields and
little daughter, Laraine rellUrned Tuesday from Memphis where
Laraine underwent an opeaplion
PHONE 926
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
in the Baptist Hospital. She is
doing nicely at hame on Pass ree .
c
Weaks.
Leslie
Mrs.
Davis,
J. D.
MRS. R. M. ALFORD
Mrs. Lottie Pierce of White
H.
R.
Mrs.
Carr,
Herbert
Mrs.
COMAPUMENTS GUEST
Springs. Fla., is the guest of Mr
White, Mrs. T. M. Franklin, Mrs. and Mrs. Paul Butts and Mrs.
WITH LOVELY TEA
G C 13.irrl and hcr gut s'.s
George Thompson.
r're,
Mis. F. M. Alford was gracious T.' J. Dement cf
infermal ttia Thurs- Tenn.,.and Mrs. R. B
.hostess to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Looney and
day aft, rea.rn ai her home on
7..!rs. J.- 7-7 T
chilch.en. Sonny mid Mildred, arcl
her
inignting
r'
•
Second sfrec t, corn
Mrs. Mo,.zell MIW:S spent the
J. W.. Sh,•th.,.1...1,
-. -- . L1
4u
They iicrc
/
sister, Mes."C. E. Lilly latTupelo,-1 . p , r . . . •
i
Westi',;rso.,Patit
R.
Mrs.
Miss., and
accorenanicci hv Mrs.
L. A Clifton Mis. E. J.
Mo.
Joseph..
St.
cf
Sr.,
phelMe,
Snails who returned to her
ChiCagn, 'Mrs.
cerorlul glad- and IY.`os..P;;- •1
'•
ffrrangeinf nts
tirme in New Ji.e.ey after a visiolus and roses added, beauty to
it to relatives in Fulton.
the house..
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Barber h.ave
MISS MILLIE ANN BOAZ
The pretty appointed tea table TO WED LAWSON MYERS
returned to their home in Dewas overlaid with a beautiful IN PADUCAH THURSDAY
troit after a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
cutwork cloth with a center ar.
Miss Millie Ann Boaz, daugh- Earl Weak,
rangement of roses. Lovely re- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Harvyl Boaz
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Roberson
freshments were served. Mrs. Al- of Paducah, and Lawson H. My- will leave Saturday for Ponca
ford was assisted in serving by ers, Jr., son of Mr. Lawson My- Springs, Col., to visit her brothWhs. J. D. Davis and Mrs. J. H. ers, Sr., and Mrs. Jennie Myers er, L. E. Fench and Mrs Fench.
Waddles.
of Faykteville, Tenn., will be
Al T. Owens has returned from
The guest list Included Mrs. married Thursday August 4 at a business trip to St. Louis.
'Lilly, Mrs. •Westpheling, Mrs. T. 4:30 at the Broadway. Methodist
Mrs, Mary B. Abernathy is
.K. Rttssiell;Mrs. R. H. Wade, Mrs. church in Paducah. Rev. J. N. spending her vacation with relJ. 11. Maddox,. Mrs. L. C. Brad- Wilford will officiate.
atives in Nashville and Palaskie,
ford, Mrs. Clanton Meacham, Mrs
Miss Boaz formerly lived in Tenn.
friends
many
Fulton and has
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Pickering
here.
have returned from a visit to
his brother, Roy Pickering and
MR. AND DIRS. ROGERS
Mrs. Pickering and other MaHONOR DETROIT •GlTESTS
fives in Memphis.
WITH DINNER WEDNESDAY
Mrs. Lewis Bizzle and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Rogers had Judy, has returned from a visit
as their. dinner guests Wednes- to her fattier in Arlington, Ky.
day evening Mr: and Mrs. Dawes
Mrs. Charlotte Smith and J. E.
Johnson and daughter, Betty Ann
of Detroit, and Mrs. S. J. Holt,
town, Mrs. Johnson is
south
a niece of Mrs. Rogers and forrnerly lived in Fulton. She is 'the
former Virginia Holt. They will
be the guests of other relatives
while here.

oman s Page

e

(Additional Society es Page 18)

Medtein spent Sunday afterneOn
With relatives in Mayfield.
MrsT Harry Murphey and son,
Shannon spent, Sunday with relatives in Camden, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Homra and
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hamra of
Steele, Mo., are on a trip to
Detroit and Chicago.
Ropert Rucker of Nashville,
Tenn., is visiting friends in Fulton.

HIGH PHOSPHATE
NOW AVAILABLE
Chas. E. Wright, chairman, Ful_
ton County A.C.A. has announc•ed today that Triple Superphesphate is now available thru the
Purchase Order Plan—That is
the farmer paying apart of cost
and the government paying apart.
Fair prices are established as
follows: 45% super phosphate—
$56.00 per ton; Farmer's share of
cost $24.50 per ton, Government
credit rate, $31.50; 46% super
phosphate—$57.00 per ton; farmers share of cost $29.80 per ton,
Government credit rate, $32.80
per ton; 47% super phosphate —
$M.00 per ton; termer's share of
cost, $25.10 per ton, Government
credit rate, $32.90.
Any farmer who has not •already received conservation materials for the 1949 Program is
eligible for a purchase order, provided a farm plan was signed.
The Triple Superphosphate must

l'aVpit?,t•
iStrgnilielairettilit,
oesieerV,
be epphed
eleittet
011 KOLA ,er !Pier 11, ,
1‘
cropit.‘For; further. information i1,11
ithogt ,being a cOdetant rdider
contract your Fulton County lbeen realised train man
admimet 'Of
oof.the tlAble, ahcff the propertY.
A.C.A. office in `Hickman.
'the. .puriity ,'ehd Sublimity' Of iti
tlanguage..—Fisher Ames.
Patronize our Advertisers!

U. C. Afzport OK'd
For Impilibvements

Tom Stewart airfield in Union
City, closest improved airport to
Fulton, will be given a $43,000
face-lifting, beginning in the
next few weeks, following ani
proval of CAA federil funds, amounting to $21,000 for the project.
In reporting the federal No.
proval of the project, the Unien
City Messenger stated that the
fund
Obion County aviation
would contribute $19.000 and the
of
Bureau
Tennessee State
Aeronautics, $7,000.

PITITSBURGII PAINTS
ARE MADE OF THE FINEST
MATERIALS—THAT'S WHY THEY

LOOK WETTER LOtsiaER!

The expenditure will allew for
improvement of the road to the
airfield from the Martin highway, reconstruction of a bridge,
.repaving of the oval drive around the buildings, lengthening
of the north-south runway irons
1800 to 2400 feet and other lesser
improvements.
The airport and its buildings
was acquired by Obion Countians
from the WAA in 1947 and hats
been managed by the County
Judge. By farming 500 acres of
the land and resting out many
of the former buildings, the
County showed an $18,000 business last year, and a sizable
profit. In the first six months of

COOL1ERATOR'S

r
•
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IS VI 101 •
t•sxmt %

There's nothing like
Pittsburgh Paints for
outside protection and
inside cheerfulness —
you will save money
cmd worry by insisting
cm Pittsburgh Paints.
la sway ways beast.
quahty them swat beJars.

FULTON PAINT &

CO.

m

PERSONALS
Keep The Cookie
Jar Full!
Choose. several,. varieties ef
delicious
UNDERWOOD'S
cookies and keep thest where
the children c:an enjoy them
all summer long. HO* the
young cro.vd will go for them!

UNDERWOOD
BAK:ERY
lt07 Commercial
Phone DM

Fulton

•
W00.47

ELECTRIC
WATER HEATERS
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

GUARANTIED ••
fOR 10 YEARS e
•
r-*
•
•

•
•^floark maw"
foe lookiy
•oda Imonvy
•fommersion typo
ihomemos
•Almlimod kg easy
*evoking
•*way loolloll••••

Yon Frocl everything you want in the new
John Wood Electric Water Heater ... cniapletely modern styling, outst•nalnag coalman-win features and automati( hot water in
brautious quantines .. plus • moat liberal
10 year guarantee plan on all Deluxe models.
toot yeti some inVi real Nat Wider happiness. Step In and see the new Jobe Wood
Hewers today.
Upright or Table Top Models

J. E. CAMPBELL
pLumomiG SHOP
908 Walnut St.

Phone 1837

Mr. and Mrs. 1. B. Cook left
Thursday for Evansville, Ind., to
visit their son, Bill Cook and family. They will go from Evansville
to Brie, Penn., to visit another
son, Basil Cook and family.
Patricia Moore has returned to
her home in Dyersburg, Tenn.,
after a vis4 to her grandparents,
Mr. arid Mrs. Lit Dedmon south
of town.
Mrs,, Ed.Kelly •of,,Los Angeles,
Calif., and Mrs. Guerrent Kntly.
Manhaata, Kan., are Vic
of
guestS or MI's. BalleY
ton on Third street.
Mra. Janet Bell • Pariitt of
Jacksonville, Fla., will arrive
Saturday for visit to her brother, Ernest• Belt and Mrs.-Bell on
Maple, Avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. James Royster
and daughter, Mary Ann, of Danville, Ky., are the guests of his
sister; Miss Mary Royster me Carr
street
Mri. J. C. Scruggs who hai
been quite ill in the Fulton Hospital is doing .nicely and will be
dismissed today.
Mrs. N. B.- Batterworth of
Greenwood, Ind., is spending the
Summer with her son, G. B. Butterworth and Mrs. Butterworth
on Jackson street.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dunn of
Arlington, Ky., were iiiiihtty4
guests of Mr. and Mre. Lowell
Williams on Arch street.
Mrs. R. H. Wade, Mrs. E. J.
Parsons of Chicago, arid Mrs. Guy
Irby are spending two weeks in
Hot Springs, Ark.
Mr. and Mrs J. H. Patterson,
Jr., Mrs. Fostei• Edwards and
Miss Elizabeth 'Witty spent Tuesday ill Hogrkinsvilie.
Mr. and Mrs. Roper Fields and
children have returned from a
trip to Washington and other
points of interest.
J. W. Baker has been dismissed
from the Fulton Hospital and is
doing nicely at his home on Walnut street.
Mrs. Charles Thompson of
Memphis is visiting her sister,

Attention Farmers!
to TO 26% REDUCTION
1—DEXTER Washing Machine (Model 475E)
$129.95
with rinse tub set, both for

•

1-5-Reel LAWN MOWER

$20.00

Southern States RUBBER TIRED WAGON
$138.50
4 lbs. $3.12
Methoxyclor
$9.00
2-4-D. Ester type, per gallon
2-4-D, Aznine type, per gallon

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVf
402 Main St.

Fulton

Phone 399

$7.50

11101111111191
IHMIN

S-FT. D.ELUXE te,140LERATOR
"•

,
a.

LOCKER:11TE FREEZER.
1 Ta

Including 5-year Protecting `Plan.
$299.95, Our Price:

\YRS

$26000,
Cash

LociallickiiikER
5-Year Guarantee Protection Plan.
Was $269.95, Our Price:
$22rsh

$24r-

Two-Oven Automatic
Was $279.95, Our Price:

ELEITAik
.h
i
$1 le

Was $199.95,
Our Price:

8.3 CU. FT. COOLERATOR

"U" TYPE EVAPORATOR
$1875(!,

Was $214.95,
Our Price •

EllEfENTirANGE
fir,

Was $179.95,
Our Price:

Easy Washing Machines

9-Lb. Capacity
Were $145.00
Our krice

s125"

15.1 CU.FT.

10.3 CU. FT.

HOME FREEZERS

HONIE FREEZERS
Five-Year Protection Pia' n;
$26000,,
Were $349.50, OUR,

Complete With Trays; 5-Year
Protection Plan; Were $499.50
OUR PRICE . . .

JO
„I
••

••

„,

,„ , I

Water Valley Garage & Imp
ifighway 45

WI

Ph one12

—

0•

Water Valley. Ky.

1S, 21,4111419
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cWr
,sleevelet
atent
admimef 'ef
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limity'
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411r. 41'
hal "e4P48
AUSTIN SPIRIDIGB

of ARM. O., visited
iaryibir let Id*
„Mr& Carey, Frields Cot: '
itr
•-tkiii!
The revival dosed et New Sal here
ey
Red'
Natlhville;
lean Baptist Church Saturday Tenn., with Mrs.' Aberaathy's
night. It was directed by the pas- relatives. They returned to Aktor, Rev. Jack McClain assisted ron this past 'rhursday. •
by Rev. L. W. Carlin of Paducah,
Mrs. Sam H. Mathis and baby
Ky. Five conversions and addi- daughter, Sammie Jane returned
tions to the church were the re- home Monday from Haws Hospisult of inspiring messages brought tal, Both are doing nicely.
twice daily by Rev. 'Carlin. The
Mrs. Franklin Nelson
and
baptismal service will be heid children of Jackson, Tenn., and
hence
week
at
Sprouts levee her sister, Naomi viaited homeone
where Rev. Carlin will deliver a folks here this !-!,
: t weekend.
Message at th, waters edge and
the an1:t
the immersion. will follow alter nual meet at Morgan Cemetery
the service.
t to
•.vhen tlio:o. inter, Fted
Mr. and
Elmo Abernathy receive work clono this Y rar The
committee is sorely in need of
fen!ls for irrikcep. Obe Davis is
. Ow keeper •and he has done a
very neat job. At this time it
looks its best and is a beautiful
city of the dead. The cemetery is
} located on the gravel road near
Palmersville and the Dresden
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
paved highway.
Any contributions would cerDouble Feature
tainly be appreciated by the
corrunittee and the public on that
date.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Mathis and
children left Friday for Akron,
Ohio after a ten day visit here
with their relatives.

News, Fuiten,
• .4 1,**or toti.,71 Bedeck;
10.-r—
Sunday lot'trettinents.

N

tai.',Iikkel Malta' itr sriana.ng ' shiC and Mrs.. J.. C.,.I_Isrey of.
Cookesville Tenn., Mrs. Fayette
phelliseter arid farrtilar in Detroit.
'Mr.'and btrs. /Justice (Rooster) Dunn ef..Nashville and Joe UsHopkins are visiting her mother; ,rey, fornaerly of Nashville were
tpe weekend guests of Mrs Wash
Mrs. Alec Linder.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vaughan Seay, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Arnett,
of Lone Oak visited her mother, and Sandra. Joe is with the Marines and on his way to Califor
Mrs. Myra Harper.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles.Vaughan nia, from which point tie will
of Lone Oak visited her mother, take off for a two year stay in.
Guam. His wife and 10 months
Mrs. Myra Harper.
Mrs. L. B. Council of Hick - n old son, Gary, plan to join him
WAS a visitor in town Thu .
in Guam as soon as arrangeday.
tnents can he ccmpleted. Haw,'
Mrs Leslie. Purvear and hoys landings kids!
of Dayton, O., v.,ere
fr;
,
ncts in town Friday.
i
M r. and M rs Harold J at•kson
and hcvs vis:itec.1 Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday
Burharn.
Wallace
night.
The revival meeting is in progIt has been announced by
ress at the Baptist Church with Chas."E. Weight,
chairman, Fulan evangelist from Detroit doing ton County
A.C.A. that the ofthe preaching.
fice is now in the process of
.prayer
Interdenominational
working the 1950 Cotton Listing
meeting services were held at Sheet.
the_ home of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
A few months ago farmers gave
Boyd on Friday night.
in a report of acreages on their
Little Micheal McAlister, son farms. Mr. Wright states that
of Mr. and Mrs. Neal McAlister, there remain a few who
have
is recovering from the measles.
not reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pirtle, 1dr.
and Mrs. Joe Reid, Mr. and Mrs.
He that has the truth at his
Seldon Reid and their families heart need never fear the want
attended a dime- at the home of persuasion op his tangui
Death entered the house of
of their parents honoring Mr.
Clifton Cherry the past Saturday
'Reid on his 70th birthday Sunnight said claimed the life of his
day. Marty happy returns of the
young wife after a long illness.
day Mr. Reid.
Mrs. Cherry took to her
bed
Announcement was made rec:
sortie ten Years ago but bore her
afflictions with great christian ently of the marriage of Miss
Memphis
fortitude and was loved by a vast- Charlotte Mervin of
Pim
Owen which took
mown at uly us nu amp gm! , number of people. Those who and Erwin
All their
I visited her bedside came away place in November.
happiHow do you like the layout
I benefited by her smiles and friends wish them much
ness.
of your A&P store?
chberful disposition.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy McClure, Jr.
Wilma Marie Thomas was born
Planning a super market is
October 7, 1918 and departed this and David are visiting her dad,
life July 23, 1949, i.ge 30 years, Houston Owen also Mr. and Mrs.
like ?Rutting together a jigaims months, 16 drays. She was Claude Owen and Claudette and
saw *rah. Ali departments
married to Clifton H. Cherry No- other relative&
produte, meat, baked
The revival meeting is in
. vrnber 1937,
good, coffee, groceries—must
Chritt progress at Mt. Zion.
in
hope
a
professed
She
In Techninaler
Olin Adams of Orlanda, Fla.,
.in the year 1939 and bnited with
be fitted together in a way
Added Cartooe
the New Selem Baptist Church has arrived to join his *Ife and
will assure you of conthut
wad attended services as long as domestic who have been visiting
maim& efficient shopping. .
she was able. No finer Christian heu parents, Mr .and
strN. MON. - TVES.
woman could be found anywhere Yates,
to avoid narrOw or
as Marie
Aiming those calling on- 'Refs.
.sfes. dark corners,
Her devoted sister, Mrs. Ray- Claude Owen for a friendly .vigA
mond Cherry helped to adminis- and to see her new home were
ch shelves init...
hdi
ter her needs and desires during Mrs. Hal Kizer, .„1rs. Charles
heck-out stands.
jamm
anci
her long illness.
Haskell, Mrs. U. SK, opeland
husher
by
survived
Mrs. Virgil Arnett.
She is
Are we succeeding in your
band, mother, step father, grandMrs. Irvin (Bill) Williams was
A&P'Cin you 'locate 'oh&
parents, one brother, two half achrutted to the Bushart Hospital
you want easily? Is 'there
sisters, three half brothers and
INAMINNI
many other relatives and friends.
good light and ample 'room
-Funeral services were held at
PERCY
MARJORIE
for comfortable shopping?,
New Salem church Sunday' afternoon at 3 o'clock by Rev. Jack
If not, please let us know.
McClain and Rev. L W. Carlin
UlartfERSAL-INTERNATIONAL MIME
will appreciate any sugWe
assisted by Rev. A. O. Garderner
America No. I News,
seationst ,itou may have. that
and singers of Good Springs
Cartoon and Comedy
church who conducted the song
win hefrmake your A&P a
Service.
better 000to Atop.
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
Pallbearers were Velva Hawks,
V
Robert Rickman, Fred Jones,
Pleodeitiviir
ROBERT RYAN
•
Puckett and
T.
J.
Frields,
Doyle
AUDREY TOTTER
George Hay good
OwIttiaor !Walton. lopertmOnt,
Mersa offerings were beautifpl
AAP Food Stgresb
and bespoke the esteem of which
420 Lexington Avenue
the young lady was held.
Jackson Funeral Home was in
New York f7, N. Y.
( artoon, Musical aad C•111•4117
charge of arrangements and interment was in Acree Cemetery.
Sympathy is extended to all
bereaved ones.
, FRESH

This Montk's-Feature:

Fres-h Peach -lice Cream
Enjoy a Dish
At Our
Fountain
—or—
Take Home A
Quart

AO BEGINS 3
CCITON LISTINGS

FULTONI

Tonight!
Pineapple--Orange--Lhne Sherbets

OWL DRUG STORE
"MIDWEST ICE CREAM"
Lake Street

More Good,Food
For Your Mcitiey
,Full Dressed

SQUARE

SMOiED PIOIKS
BEEF BRISKET
READY TO EAT IW4S . _SHANK poarttn
BEEF ROAST
BEEF TONGUES
SPOKED JOWLS
OCEAN PERCH
CATFISH FILlfTS
RED PERCH FILETS • 'ikitiox
I

FRIDAY -.SATURDAY
Double Feature
sCOTT BRADY

tsh

iii
Stir Crazy Convicte
Lead Pen Break!

BustiliEL

Mrs. V. M. Arnett, Cor.
Roy Latta is home again from
the hospital and is feeling much
better at this writing.
Mrs. D. H. Barnes of Hopkinsville visited her dad, T. E. Eaker
and wife.
Perce Barnes of Missouri visited his sister, Miss Grace Barnes.
Mr. and Mrs. C.arl Pirtle were
in Paducah on business Thurs-

Irs

P24•

SPANISH BAR CAKE
COOKIES Jane Parker
Most Varieties .
SANDWICH BREAD
•
DONUTS Sugared or Cinnamon
POTATO CHIPS Jane Parkei

tsh

RIPE

BING CHERRIES

CANTALOPES

AU%

1.6, 29'

MED. EA. 29'

2 Lbs. 15c

GRAPE,S

Cartoon, Musical remedy
WEDNESDAY - TiflaRRDAY
, _.,_
Disside 'P'eature
4
JOAN' LERLIE .JAMES CRAIG
in

sh

t

NORTHWEST
STAMPPE .
'ii.,..& i fl 1
PIIP '
'i-ANIE WYMAN ' - ' k
LEW AYRES
in

JOHNNY BELINDA

CHERRIES

•,-orr

IJAERICA'S
tbe newest of John
It's Isere
CHOICEST
Deere Tractors. It s the Model"massicycie-type tractor with two-row
tractor economy.. ,
capacity,
PURER
Model

SEMI]

lea a dependable trilft0( Will; •
practical combination of modern
{clout.' including dual Touch-ce
mastic hydraulic control, Quik-Tatch
workieg equipment, wide adapts.
wioney.saving serviceability,
outstanding operator comfort, sad
others.
Caine in and get acquainted itAth
die "mr...,soos.

1 oz. can 27c

CANDY BARS

6 bars 25c

ALL VARITIES

CHEWING GUM
WHITE#OUSE MILIC

Lb. 19c
2 lb. box 47c
1
/

6 pkgs 19c
3 tall cans 35c

IONA CUT'

GREEN BEANS ...

PURE CANE

JOIRIR DEERE

!

5c VARIETIES

Qt. Jar 25c
2--14 oz. bot. 25c

SURE GOOD WHITE

Ow NSW

'•

TUNA

6 oz. can 30c

PEACHES
CORN
CBED-O-BIT

25 lb. bag $1.59
11/2 oz can 14c
17c
17c
pkg.
8 oz.

_
.

No. 2'2 can 23c
No. 2 can 10c
2 lb. loaf 69c

"

CHEESE FOOD

StiARP

DAR PkIEESE

,
DOMISTIC''
SWISS CHEES1k2.
'
8

YUKON CLUB

BEVERAGES
GREEN GIANT PEAS
8 o'clock

*

IONA HALVES OR SLICED ;RI,SYRUP

PLAIN

SUNNIFTELD FLOtTft.
CHILI POWDER
TEAM BORAX
,20
BORAXCi POWDER
..
‘

2 No. 2 cans 29,

MED. SIZE

10 lb. bag 92c
incl. tax $1.65

SUGAR
CIGARETTES

3 cans 25c
No. 1 can 43c
1 box box 30c

THANK YOU

No. 2' can32c

OLEOMARGARINE
OUR OWN TEA

6 oz. tin 25c

PORIC &BEANS
CHUM SALMON
RITZ CRACKERS

3 cans 29c
can 10c

PICKLES
ICETCHUP

RONALD REAGAN
VIRGINIA MAYO

THE GIRL FROM
JONES BEACH

ORANGE .TUICE

pkg. 39c

LANGS — DILL

SUN. - MON. - TUES.

Lb.29c'

DONALD DUCK

FRUIT COCKTAIL

First Run In City

lb. iis';
r t

CALIFORNIA THOMSON SEEDL12SS

HOME GROWN

LIBBY'S OR DEL MONTE

STRANGE GAMBLE

. doz. 5iL

GOLDEN RIPE

2 lbs. 33c

PEARS

99

3012rtirt AVG

LEMONS

CALIFORIA BARTLETT

TOMATO SOUP
MAIN SARDINES

BILL BOYD
in

WA MAME'.ONS

LARGE SIZE

Doz. 39c

STRAWBERRIES

AN EAGLE LION FILMS NCTUM

Pkg. 25r
Lg.Loaf 17c
Pkg. I9e
12 oz. 49c

CALIFORNIA

FRESH FROZEN

't r 1 ‘I cstc.-N.

LL IV
E
.:19'
LB. ir
IL 3Y
.. _ Ea. 29• s .

FOR TEE POT

TOMATOES

..1
0)
(

LB, 5r,".1

REAHY FOR THE-PAN

'

LIMES

full qt. 10c
303 can 21c
3 lb. $1.19

lb. 75c

,

L b. 69c

BUTTER
FRESH COUNTRY EGGS-

PP. Rol)931
Doz. 4".

A & P 'SELF SERVICE----Lake,Street

WILLIAMS HDWE;CO.

DOG FOOD
Stroneneart Brand

3 Cans 27c
Wane litowen. ha, Evassimillii,

CI

.41

;

H & G RIOTING

3 LBS. 27e

BECAUSE

• et • irdpr

•

SUGAR CURED

JUIC'ir PEACHES

WATER VALLEY

LB. 19' t..k

•

FRESH SHORT CUT

THE SET UP

4-11t.),4

113.

ANY CBUCK CUT

r,

_______
foRPLEUM
i

1".

lb. 5-

FRYERS

MAIN • KILIRIDE

.sh

Phone 460

A&P's Close Tiimmed Meats Gives You

Cu8tomers'
Corner

r-,

Peise

t

Guest Size

IVORY SOAP
4 13ars 23c

I

LAVA SOAP
Bath Sizs 14c
Med Ea), fic

,

Kirk'
,

CASTLE SOAP
2 Bars 15c
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Friendly Service
STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — Washing

r

C Let us clean your radiator with
our NEW, amazing process.

COLEMAN SERV STA
Dukedom highway

Phone

Attention Farmers:

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. Or 122 Wingo Ex.

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP

Fanners Pleased With
Painted Mail Boxes

Checkup Safety For
Young Children

1

Summer is a busy time on the
farm, and often a dangerous
time for young children since
parents in the rush of work often
give
and
hazards
overlook
youngsters less supervision than
usual, says U-T Extension Service specialists.
Some safety precautions that
pay in protecting children, which
might be checked during National Farm Safety Week -Juty 2430 are:
Put hoes, rakes, and other tools
away promptly after use to prevent accidents from sharp points
and cutting edges.
Keep both yard and surroundings where children may wander
free of broken glass, boards with
protruding nails, broken tools,
and tin cans.
• Have a secure cover over every well: fill any well not used.
insecticides, gasoline,
Keep
materials, medicnes,
cleaning
and matches where children cannot reach them—and if possible,
out of their view.
Never leave tubs of hot water
on the floor at chicken-picking
time, or on wash dayii young children may fall in.
Keep guns unloaded and locked up.
Always turn the handles of
cooking utensils away from the
edge of the stove so that youngsters cannot reach them.
If children must be in the kitchen while their mother is cooking and canning, a portable, folding fence may be used to keep
children away from the stove.

Curb
Service

Large
Parking Lot

DELICIOUS HAMBURGERS
CHOCOLATE MILK SHAKES
All Sandwiches Toasted
OPEN TILL
1,1:00 P. M.

RAY HUNTER,
OWNER

Mrs. Joyce Cruce, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wayne Hutchison were honored Wednesday
afternoon with a house-keeping
shower at the home of Les Cruce.
Mrs. Hutchison is the former
Margaret Cruce.
Refreshments were served to
the following guests, Mrs. Fon
Polsgrove. Mrs. Robert Glasico,
Mrs. Robert IVIyers, Mrs. Almos
Polsgrove,
Mrs. Hugh Adkins,
Mrs. Bill Prather, Mrs. Earnest
Owseby, fitrs. Jim McClard, Mrs.
Leve Hutchison, Mr. and Mrs. Les
Cruce and Alvin, Mrs. Junior
Cruce, Misses Joyce Steshl, Joanne Taylor, Barbara Jane Adkins and the honorees, Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Wayne Hutchison.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Roper Jefferson, Mrs. Luke Fulcher, Mrs. Grover Petty, Mrs.
Hoyt Giffin, Mrs. Bob Tanner,
Mrs. O. G. Clark, Mrs. Carl
Sheperd, Mrs. Carl Sheperd„ Jr.,
Mrs. H. L. Underwood, Mrs.
Eugene Council, Miss Juanita
Jerrhican, Mrs. Mary Hutchison.
The newlyweds received many
nice gifts.
Kay and Stocken Adkins are
visiting relatives and friends in

OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TM SHOP
Olive Street

It is a lesson which all history
teaches wise men to put trust
in ideas, and not in circumstances.—Emerson.
investiIf you take time to
Fred Parsons gives the coinwill
mentary and description of Ras gate all the new angles
aired
Cincinnati Summer Operas
find the government owes you
EST.
9:30
p.m.,
a living.
each Saturday at
over WLW.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Williams and Mrs. Bettie Williams.
Mrs. Radie Kingston, Mrs.
Clara Williams and Mr. and Mrs.
J. P. Brann and son have returned from Alberqueque, N. M. They
reported a wonderful time.
Mrs. Bill Varity of Detroit is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Cannon.
The meeting is going on at
Old Bethel Primitive Baptist
church this week.

Fulton, Ky.

DRIVE-IN CAFE

Veterinary Service
Day or Night

Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods

Fc
go

PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS

th

Phone 807-R
Or Call 70

Dr.H.W.Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin Fulton
Highway.

Notice to Members of

FULTON ROUTE 4

PIT BAR-B-Q

LENNOX

Farmers living along Tompkinsville Route 3 in Monroe
county are looking with pride
on the 200 newly painted and
stenciled rural mail boxes which
extend along a 37-mile stretch of
highway. It was the Rock Bridge
and Mt. Gilead Homemakers
Clubs that started the improvement project. With the cooperation of the box holders in placing boxes on good posts, and of
the painting and stenciling of
4-H club members in helping with
names, the vvomen nave completed a worthy project.

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1165

By the Bottle
DURING JULY, AUGUST and SEPTEMBER
MEETING NIGHTS ARE CHANGED TO
THE SECOND and FOURTH
MONDAY NIGHTS ONLY,7:30 P. M.

By the Case

HOURS: 7:30 A.M. to MIDNIGHT
Depot Street
Phone 9194

LAKE STREET

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS! _

i'•

qo

BACK FROM THE LAUNDRY!
What a relaxed feeling ... laundry basket empty
and you free to do the things you want, wkile
PARISIAN does your laundry. Enjoy freedom,
knowing your clothes and linens are handled
with care.

•

Miss Leano Myers spent th
weekend with her mother anri
brother, Mrs. 0. E. Myers and
Edward.
Ruth Owsely is improving some
at the Memphis hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cloys spent
a couple of days in Memphis this
week.
Mrs. Robert Myers and Ruth
Ann have been spending a couple
of days with Mrs. Myer's mother,
Mrs. Willie Bob Tanner of Hornbeak who has been ill.
Alice Faye Tanner is spending
a few days with her grandmother
in Dyersburg, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wayne Hutchison spent Saturday night and
Sunday with Mrs. Hutchison's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce.
Eston Cruce spent Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Cruce.

ts

14co
f

PARISIAN
Laundry & Dry Cleaners

Alex slinimmill!

he

ao

SIURE

4041
9elt4
0
4

FTJLTON ROUTE 3
Cor.
Mrs. C. E.
The meeting has been going
Christian
Grove
on at Oak
Cly.;rch the past week with Bro.
Colley doing the preaching.
Barney Kindred of Detroit,
Mich., is visiting friends and relatives he're.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud McNeill
;.i.rd Mr. and Mrs. Jim Thornbre
and son. Gary Mac of Detroit are

th

ICE COLD BEER

Fulton, Kentucky

MOOSE HALL

th

"e001/1'

any rebuilt Ford Engine at a cheaper price.
But it can cost you more in the long run,
TT'S POSSIBLE to get just

t/

The safe way—the hest way to buy with confidence—is to buy
an engine that has been completely disassembled, inspected
and thoioughly rebuilt—an Authorized Ford Rebuilt Engine
from your Ford Dealer.

tt4e

,,i;."PlillP.011 11111""MIT11 1 111111111111M
(""
OUR

4900/504&:
TO YOUR DOOR

Call 75
SAWYER'S MARKET
234 EAST FOURTH STREET

The job is done by Fordauthorized rebuilders who
work to exacting factory specifications.

2

You gin an engine that's
thoroughly rebuilt—every
engine part now,or thoroughly
reconditioned. No old parts ar•
'sect "as is."

3

Worn crankshafts are r•ground, trued-up, or replaced; camshaft, bushings,
intake valve guides, timing
gear, pistons, rings, boarings.

rods, valves, gaskets, studs,
nuts—all are replaced or completely reconditioned. Engin* is
properly cleaned and painted.

4

Each engin* Is thoroughly
block-tested before delivery to assure you thousands of
miles of trouble-free performsince, and complete satisfadion.

5

Each reconditioned
dib
engin•
is unconditionally guaranteed for 4000 miles,or 90 days,
whichever is the shorter period'

—just the same as a new car
guarantee.

6

24-hour service. Drive In
today ... drive out tomorrow with an engine that's just
like newl

Only Authorized
Ford Rebuilt
Engines
bear this tag!

J. V. CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 42

WI
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We Have Lost Our Lease

fULTON
5:9-393 WALNUT ST •••

placed

FE

Sikst/..SeXaie.ue qtyit - FULTON, KY

If You're Looking for Bargainsm-Hurry!
we're beginning to scrape the

BOTTOM OF THE BARREL
Folks, we have moved a tremendous amount of
good furniture and house furnishings since we started

about all gone.

this sale, and we priced it so it would sell fast. Every-

We hate to disappoint anyone who has seen anything advertised and has put off coming in after it,

thing we have left is priced the same- way, and
therefore our stocks in some departments are just

RS

Everything goes----We can't take it with us

"•

but that is happening. If YOU have intended pick_

ing up some things you need, DON'T PUT YOUR
TRIP OFF A SINGLE DAY LONGER. Don't delaY. Once things are sold, there is no replacing.
Don't be disappointed. COME IN TODAY. Cash
money delivers the goods.

All Stoves-Ranges-Heaters
NOW HALF PRICE
HEATING STOVB

rr
194

OLD KENTUCKY HOME large size hot blast heaters, Reg. $42.95, reduced to
_$21.18

'S!

OLD KENTUCKY HOME medium size hot blast
heaters, Reg. $31.50, reduced to
_$15.75
OLD KENTUCKY HOME small size hot blast heaters, Reg. $26.95, reduced to
$13.18
STATE magazine-type coal heat,ers, hold 75-lbs. of
coal. Reg. $49.50, reduced to
$24.75
GRATE-TYPE HOT BLAST HEATERS, Reg. $36.95,
Now reduced to
$18.48
IVY large Wood heaters, Reg. $31.95, now__
IVY small Wood heaters, Reg. $27.50, Now

__$15.98
$13.75

WILSON hot blast heaters, large size; Reg. $44.95
Now reduced to __
$22.48
CANNON HEATERS, reg. $64.50 now

Studio Divan, wine mohair, reg. $89.95 reduced to __
$69.95

2-7'iece Set, blue cord fabric, reg. $199.95,
reduced to
_
$11915

2-Piece Set, wine mohair (divan converts into bed: reg. $179.95, reduced to__ __$139.95

3-Piece Set, Wine Jacquard velour; reg.
$239.95 reduced to
$159.56

PLATFORM ROCKERS - ONLY A FEW LEFT
Platform rockers, plastic cover, choice of 4 colors:
Closed-arm models, reg. $34.95, reduced tO____$27.e.
Open-arm models, reg. $29.95, reduced to____$22.50
Platform rocker, wine.velour, reg. $44.50 now__$29.95
Platform rocker, wine velour, reg. $39.95, now__$26.?5

$32.25

DIXIE NO-SMOKE, magazine circulating type, 100lb. capacity, reg. $99.50, now $19.75; plain type, 100-lb
capacity, Reg. $54.95 now reduced to
$27.48

ir•

These are the last!

KOL-GAS, warrnorning type; 100-1b. capacity; Reg.
$54.95, now reduail to $27.48
With extra fuel-saving attachment reg $64.95; $32.18

LAST OF THE OCCASIONAL CHAIRS
Occasional chair, spring back and cushion, wine velour,
overstuffed, with ottoman, reg. 59.95 reduced to $39.95
Occasional chair, blue tapestry, barrel-back reg. $31.50,
reduced to
_ $19.95
'Upholstered rockers, reg $14.95, reduced to

ALL ACCESSORIES, HALF-PRICE
your
Take
pick of pipe, shovels, elbows, floor pads,
hods, scoops etc. etc.

HURRY - THESE ARE

TIFIE LAST
in Dining Room,
Dinette Sets

OIL HEATERS
OIL COOK
STOVES
and

WOOD AND COAL
RANGES

Half-Price

SURE-HEAT one-burner one-room
heater with 3-gallon tank. Reg. price
$42.95, now reduced to
$21.18
FROGIL parlor-type circulating oil
heater ; 3-4 room size, nice looking cabinet. Regular price $109.95 now $51.98
SAVOIL portable bathroom oil heaters; Reg. price $12.95, now
$6.18
SAVOIL 2-burner, parlor-type heater
with jacket, Reg. $36.95 now____ $18.18

$9.95

8-Piece suite (6 chairs, table and buffet);
walnut finish. Regular $169.95 now $99.95
6-piece suite (4 chairs, table, buffet); walnut finish ; reg. $99.50 reduced to__ $59.95
5-piece dinette: white enamel wood set, upholstered chairs, reg $29.95 now____$19.95

5-piece dinette: enameled oak $59.95 $29.95
5-piece Dinette, porcelain-top table on steel
base.(lifetime finish); side pull-out extensions; oak base, enameled white. Four
Matching chairs with upholstered seats.
Regular price $74.50, closeout at __$37.25
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The Woman's Page

Memory ,Lives
In Pictures

I

Gardner's Studio

SALE

Drastic Reductions on all

KILLS FLIES, ANTS
ROACHES
WATER BUGS

GIFT ITEMS

11.11D

DO YOU NEED

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.

WILSON'S GARAGE

All Summer

Children's
Wear

•
SALE CONTINUES THROUGH JULY 30
•
Fulton

204 Lake St.

s Of
We Are Equioped To Clean All Kind

FIELD •SEEDS
Complete Line Of

Quizk Maturing

SPRAYS

LATE BEANS

For All Kinds of Vegetables,
Tobacco, etc.

For Late Planting

WE WANT TO BUY YOUR CORN
Highest Market Prices!
We Also

We are now dealers for

HANNA'S PAINTS GRIND AND MIX
and oils, turpentine,
brushes

Your Own Feeds As
You Want Them.

IN STOCK
I SURGE MILICING MACHINES
s.
Installed In Four Hour

111. C.

Buns AND SONS

Groceries — Feeds — Seeds
PHONES 602-603

Flowers and Gifts

74,0,06wAk.../
inti
You Can

SALE!

Budget Shop

KILLEBREW'S

•10•94)

MISS VERNA FAYE DUNNING
WEDS HAROLD HENDERSON
IN HOME WEDDING TUESDAY
a
, On Tuesday, July 19, in
;beautiful late afternoon wedding
, Miss Verna Faye Dunning, &nigh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon L.
Dunning of Fulton became the
ride of Harold D. Henderson,
$995 MONEY-BA
Jr., scn of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
GUARANTEE
D. Henderson, Sr.
The double ring ceremony,
performed by Bro. Joe Wilson of
1 the 3VIt. Carmel Baptist Church,
was held in the home of the
Phone 201
bride's parents. On either side 217 Main
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TEM GErt!INE FULLSIZE FEATURE-PACKED
1949 HOTPOINT RANGE!

Get World-Famous Calrod

Units, Hi-Speed Broiler
And Many More Outstanding Hotpoint Features!
Agairt—Motpoint sets the pacts
with the greatest range value
new
on the market. It's a brand
Range
ic
Electr
atic
Autom
1949
—full-size, featurepacked and
priced within reach of every
home. Look at all the great
int!
features you int with liotpo

YODEL RillI

• Fast-storting coir.,10

Unita

•4200-watt Hi-Speed Brolierl

WHY WAIT!

Broiler Measure!

Thos• big savings
you'ir• wanted aro
MEI Conte In novo—
see Hotpoint's 1949
Kitch•n ond Homo-

• Acid-resisting top, porcelain finish t

Laundry Applioncou

• 1-plea body, all-steel construction!
• Deepen!! Cooker•Cooking Chart!
• Oven Radi Guide

BENNETT ELECTRIC
,
2 Stores.— 324 Walnut, Phone 1540 — 217 Main Phone 201'

Friday July 29, 1949
(Continued IT•111 Page Three)

Premiums on first Six Classes:
First-46.00;
Seeond-$4.00:
Third-$2.60
Class
1 Best Boar Pig (Farrowed after January 1, 1949)
2 Best Boar Pig (Farrowed between July 1, 1548 and
January 1, 1949)
3 Best Boar (One year and over) (Farrowed prior to
July 1, 1948)
4 Best Sow Pig (Farrowed after January 1, 1949)
5 Best Sow Pig (Farrowed between July 1, 1948
and
January I, 1949).
6 Best Sow (One year and over) (Farrowed prior
to
July 1, 1948)
7 Champion Boar-Rosette
8 Champion Sow-Rosette
Spotted Poland Chhia
Prerni.ims on first Six Classes:
First-$6.00;
Second-$4.00;
Third-S2.00
Class
1 Best Boar Pig (Farrowed alter January
1, 1949)
2 Best Boar Fig (Fart owed between July
1, 1948 and
January 1, 1949)
3 Best Boar (One year and over) (Farrowed
prior to
July 2, 1948)
4 Best Sow Pig (Farrowed after January 1,
1949)
5 Best Sow Pig (Farrowed between July
1, 1948 and
January 1, )949).
6 Best Sow (One year and over) (Farrowed
prior to
July 1, 1948)
7 Champion Boar-Rosette
8 Champion Sow-Rosette
Chester White
Premiums on first Six Classes:
First-I6.00;
Second-$4.00;
Third-$2,00
Class
1 Best Boar Pig (Farrowed after January 1,
1949"
2 Best.Boar Fag (Farrowed' betv.afen Jlliy 1, 1948
and
January 1, 1949)'
3 Best Boar (Cne year and over) (Farrowed
prior to
July 1,-:948)
4 33.at Sow T-'ig .(Farrowed after January 1,
1949Y
5 Best Sew Pig (Farrowed between July
1, 1948 and
January 1, 1949).
6 Best Sow (One year and over) (Farrowed
prior to
July 1, 1948)
7 Champion Boar-Rosette
8 Champion Sow-Rosette
0.I.C.
Premiums on first Six Classes:
First-S6.00;
Second-84.00;
Third-$2.00
Clam
1 Best Boar Pig (Farrowed after January
1, 1949)
2 Best Boar Pig (Farrowed between July
1, 1948 and
January 1, 1949)
3 Best Boar (One year and over)
(Farrowed prior to
July 1, 1948)
4 Best Sow Fig (Farrowed after January 1,
1949)
5 Best Sow Pig (F'arrowed between July
1, 1948 and
January 1, 1949).
6 Best Sow (One year and over)
(Farrowed prior to
July 1, 1948)
7 Champion Boar-Rosette
8 Champion Sow-Rosette

right to makt decismai, and their decision
shall be
final.
4. This hog show is open to both grades
and registered.
COMMITTEE:
John Smith
Claude Williams
Duroe Jerseys
Premiums on first six classes: ist-$6.00; 2nd
-$4.00;
3rd-$3.00; 4 ha- 2.00; 5th-$1.00.
Class
1 Best Boar Pig (Farrowed after January 1, 1949)
2 Best Boar Pig (Farrowed between July 1, 1948 and
January 1, )949)
3 Best Boar (One year and over) (Farrowed prior
to
July
1948)
4 Best Sow Pig (Farrowed after January 1, 1949)
5 Best Sow Pig (Farrowed between July 1, 1948 and
January 1. 1949).
6 Best Sow (One year and ovea,(Farrowed prior to
July 1, 1948)
7 Champion Boar.-Rosette
8 Champinn Sow-Rosette
Hampahlres
Premiums on first Six Classes:
First-$6.00;
Second-$4.00;
Third-S2.00
Clam
1 Best Boar Pig (Farrowed after January 1, 1949)
2 Best Boar Pig (Farrowed between July 1, 1948 and
January 1, 1949)
3 Best Boar (One year and over) (Farrowed prior to
July 1, 1948)
4 Best Sow Pig (Farrowed after January 1, 1949)
5 Best Sow Pig (Farrowed betwean July
1948 and
January 1, :949).
6 Lest Sow (One ykar and over) (Farrowed prior to
July 1, 1948)
7 Champion EOM -Rosette
8 eh:Ampion Sox -Poso-tte
Poland China
C. P. Freeman

rself,
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DECORATORS CHOOSE OUR PAPERS
Interior decerators insist upon clean colors and
perfection el design in wallpaper That's why our
fine wallpapers are the first choice You too, will

DU10EDOM ROUTE 2
Miss Joyce Taylor, Cm.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence French
and Jerry and Mr. and Mrs. Harris Jones of Detroit, Mich., were
_visitors of Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
House Monday night.
O. F. Taylor, Marion and Joyce
and Trernon Rickman were in
Mayfield Friday.
Mrs. Mildred Byasse and children are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Yates at this time.
Marion Taylor is visiting in
Indfana this week as the
guest of W. C. and Terry Wheeler and families.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Jones called on Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman Monday morning.
Jane and Sue Owen visited
Joyce Taylor Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Work and
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Wilson were

Sunday visitors of Mr and Mrs.
Will Buck.
Mrs. Virginia Owen started
at the factory in Fulton last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Travis and
Peggy called on Mr. and Mrs.
J. J. MeNatt one day last week.
Mesdames Rube Stanfield and
Oliver Taylor and Jane sand Sue
Owen attended a Brush Party
Friday given at the home of Mrs.
Joe Work.
Mrs.
Tennie
Hcaze
was
the guest of Mrs. Evaline Yates
and Mrs. Mildred BYasse Saturday afternoon.
-Marion Taylor, Junior Casey

Fairbanks-Morse

"A Name north Remembering"

Water Systems
Roy Nethery
Red Garrison
Irby Hammond
J. T. Davie
G. J. "Gip" McDade

H. E. GRIGGS
Phone 1199-R--Fulton Biscay
Union City, Tenn.

For Magistrate
District No. 2
Clyde uorum
H. R. Sublett, Sr.

Exchange Furniture Co.
PHONE 35

J.ames H. Amberg

For Tax Assessor
Elmer Murchison
Harry L. White
For County Court Clerk
Rob.(Hammer) Johnston
Mrs. Kathryn R. Kelly
Hazel Bradley
Herman L. Gaddie

Most Complete Stock

WINE'
442 Lake Street

FARM AND CITY PROPF.RT1
LIST OR BUY WITD US!

Fulton, Kentucky

In West Kerituoky

LictuORS
Phone 217

The News is authorized to announce the candidacy of the foi1 lowing, subject to the action of
4 the Democratic Primary to be
held on Saturday, August 6, 1949:
I
! For State Representative

For County Judge
Homer Roberts
Dee L. McNeill

Armed only with a map of the
proposed route and the names of
the individual land owners, the
right-of-way'nen set out to find
and speak with the thousands of
land owners. Their job, as they
have learned from years of experience, is more than getting a
signature on the "dotted line".
They,and their Company,have
the continuing responsibility of
seeing that satisfied property
owners come to regard themselves as partners in the vital
public service which Texas Gas.
performs.
Now it is pipct line building
time. Skilled engineers and construction crews are working fast
on the big new line, planning to
have it in operation by the end
of the year.

For Sheriff
Leland Jew411
nyatt 'Mike" Johnson

own..on* on.

compare value!

INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER

SEEK OUT THOUSANDS OF LAND OWNERS ALONG 800-MILE PIPE LINE ROUTE
Recognize the man with the
map?
He hastten thrftgh thus area
a number Of times... securing
property, talking with p_eople,
visiting city officials. He has
leased land rights from scores of
people in the neighborhood.
He is a most importaait man
on the new Texas Gas Transmission Corporation pipe line
project. Now that heavy construction has started on the big
pipe line, the first part of his
work is almost completed.

is the refrigerator
youll buyl
big, standard model 8111

refrigerator comparable in capacity sad
price! Big,36-pouod freezer storage... 13-3

Office Over City National Waal
Phone 61

,Political Announcements

compare capacity!

More features, more value ... than in any

REAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC AUCTIONELIE

PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
Licensed 1Funerat
Director and Embalmer
0..rector and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lad, Assistant
Contract Funo•ral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASSN

nr

•••••••••••••••.......

CHAS. W, BURROV4

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7

For Jailer
Harry Poypor
Frank Mooney
Earl Tibbs
Aaron Sanders

compare quality!
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,
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PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

''.

11111.11111010

Who deserves well, needs ri
another's praise. -Robert Hea,.

c

compare...
111111111Mir

Sunday visitors of Mrs. Flaudie Wheeler and Alvin were litr.
and• Mrs. Terry Wheeler a,
girls of Paoli, Ind., and Mr. and
Mrs. O. F. Taylor„ Marion and
Joyce.

111111RO.

Eor county Attorney

For Constable
(First District)
Neal B. Looney

• WATER SOFTENERS
• WELL DRILLING
• WELL REPAIRING

and Jimmy Lowry attended the
show in Fulton Friday night
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
girls visited the former's par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Parm Owen
of MeConnell, Tenn., Sunday,
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Balms:um
attended preaching serviee at
Oak Grove Sunday.

Harvey Pewitt
Harry Lee Waterfield

prefer them-and we have variety enough for
every roJm. Step in and select yours today.

20'7 CHURCH ST.

Page ?

lowest-priced
S-eubk-foot "quality"

refricjorator on the market!

Right-ot-way Specinfist
But he will be back ... check-

squiure feet of shelf area...Tight-Wad unit

mg... making certain that the
land he obtained is left in good
order. He is one of several nghtof-way specialists now finishing
the job-of securing 800 miles of
right-of-way for Texas Gas along
the route of the new natural
gas artery.
Last year st this time he and
his men faced a staggering task.
They were preparing to cover
the distance from Texas t,o Ohio
to purchase rights to almost3,000
parcels of land through which
the new line would pass. They
had to obtain the written consent of each owner, and some
pieces of land were owned by as
many as 25 people.

They Have Continuing Responsibility
But with the work completed,
the right-of-way men will return.
Accompanied by engineers and
clean-up crews, they will make
sure the land has been left in
good condition. They will examine damages that were unavoidable during construction,
and see to it that land owners
are recompensed. Later they will
carefully follow up questions
raised by land owners.
First on the job and last to
leave, the Texas Gas right-ofway men also know that satisfied land owners, like understanding communities, are more
than just friends. They are actively helpful in the continued
operations of a vast pipe line
system.

for low cost,extra-quiet operation ... world
famous listeruatiosal Harvester
quality.See it today...with other

'224"

Attached information from our company newspaper, PIPELINE PROGRESS,is printed to give you news about our new
pipe line through your area and to inform you of activities
of our natural gas transmission system You may receive
regular copies of PIPELINE PROGRESS by writing to:

Other models

great International Harvester

'259" to'2997
'

Refrigerators stud Freezers.

low down payment
24 months to pay

TEXAS

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT COMPANY
314 WALNUT ST.

Ft'l TON

G Re TRANSMISSION
SW CORPORATION

P. O. BOX 377, OWENSBORO, KY.

PHONE 16
,
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The Fulton County Nevrs, Fulton, Fetitucky

Friday, July 29, ISO, - 4i

TO THE VOTERS
OF FULTON COUNTY
At this time I wish to make
this statement to the Citizens of
this County. First, I wish to thank
you for the support you have
given me for the time I have
been your County Judge.
I wish to say I have tried to
take care of the office in a way
that would help the people most.
I have not been able to do everything I wanted to do, because
of the high cost of labor and material, but we as a Fiscal Court
tove made a lot of improvements,
I believe in good roads and
we are trying to build and maintain them as best we can with
the money we have, we have now
several pieces of road machinery,
which we did not have when I
took office.
I will not be able to see every
voter before the election, because
I have duties here in the office I
must take care of.
I am sure. the people of Fulton County know me and my record and on the 6th day of August
you will go to the polls to vote
and select your County Judge for
the next four years, and I am
sure you will be sincere in your
choice and you will select the
one you think will be best to lead
your County Government in
maintaining a high standard of
service.
I wish to thank you for the
courtesy you have given me in
this campaign and if you re-elect
ine as your County Judge I will
do my best to serve you in a
business way.
Thanking you one and all for
/air •support.
•• •
•••
- HOMER ROBERTS
(Paid • Political Adv.)

[Rogers]1([1
.
.
1
Candidate For County Court Qierk
solicits Your Vote and Influence
cl Kathryn Kelly IS Qualified
A clerk and stenographer in the Stimson Lumber Company
in Hickman and a past employee of the Postoffice Department,
Kathryn Kelly took the Civil Service Examination in 1944 and
passed with good grades. She worked at the postoffice for three

ORGILL TO SPEAK
*TEAT U. C.

years during the absence of one of the regular clerks who was
serving in the Armed Forces. On'his'ieturn she did substitute

.
.g1ty Rotary Clifb
'iefiferthin -the Hohorable .Edrapid Orgill, president of Orgilk•Brothers Hardware Company
Mariphis,-Tenn., at 7 p.m. thnight
(Friday) at the Union City and
Obwri• - County Country Club.
Dimas will be served at 7 o'clock
and. thereafter Mr. Orgill will
itt*tiress• the guests on the subject of the "Atlantic Union."
Mr.' Orgill is one of the directorsi• by the organization now undertaking to secure world peace
at6d has mode addresses over
many pagts„cof the country. He is
itteresting
and
forceftil

work in that government departznent. She knows the import,
ance of maximum efficiency, and what's more has experience
in the type of qualifications needed for the county court clerk's
job.

3FIFfi*k

Mrs. Kathryn Kelly and her thiee children

USEIED ADS
AIT1,Xj GLASS installed. Fulton
Paint and Glass Co.,
210
Church.
RENEW YOUR 1949 1,-..-.ntucky
ctrivers license now, at the city
clerk's office in the Fulton
City /fall.
IIKLP WANTED:
. Sales girls for
shoe and ready-to-wear departmentx experience preferred but not necessary. Permanent positaass.iuriane, extra Saturday worit for others. Apply
to Mr. Williams at Roberts
Store, 422 Lake street, Fulton.
FOR RENT: Bedroom, 405 Park
Ave., Mts. Tom White, Telephone 423.

roR SALE: A good used Round
Oak Range, burns wodd circoai,
'Good as new. Phone 26.
COMMONWIALTH OF
KRNTUCKY
INGFARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids to be received by
the Department of Highways at
its office. Frankfort, Kentucky,
until 10:00 azn. Central Standard
Thne on the 12th day of August
1949, at which time bids will be
publicly opened and read for the
improvement of:
FULTON COUNTY, RS 38-407
Sassafras Ridge Road from KY 94
to Rural Highway, 1.719 miles.
Reconstruction and traffic bound
'surface.
FULTON COUNTY, RS 38-382
Hampton Road from Hickman
°Nulty line to US 51, 1.617 miles.
Reconstruction and traffic bound
airfare.
The attention of prospective
bidders is called to the prequalification requirements and necessity for securing certificate
eligibility, the special provision,
eovering subletting or assigning
the contract and the Department's
regulation which prohibits th:
issuance of proposals after 4:30
P.14. on the day preceding the
opening of bids.
NOTE:— A PURCHASE
CHARGE OF $10.00 WILL BE
MADE FOR EACH PROPOSAL.
REMITTANCE MUST ACCOMPANY REQUESTS FOR THE
PROPOSAL FORMS. REFUNDS
WILL NOT BE MADE FOR ANY
REASON.
Further information, bidding
pmposals, et cetera, will be furnished upon application to the
Frank:-t,rt Office. The right is reserve to reject any and all bids.
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
Frank fort, Kentucky
July 21, 1949.

A Note of Appredation
from Mrs.
•
Forlhe past several Weeki I41ave ma4e an atirpeStgapPFal
the voters of the entire county foil' your vote aildufziee
mprate for county court clerk. There will always
. ret4
—fin aiY
hearta wartn memory of the kindnesses. and courtesies shown
me aiir
l ing my long' hours of campaiizing. Each visit to the
various homes and business houses has been a real pleasure
to me. These things have made my race a very worthwhile experience for which I shall always be grateful.
I shall continue to make calls until the last moments of the
campaign. If time catches up with me and I fail to make the
visit that I plan with you, please realize that the failure to call
has not been intentional, but rather, a great disappointment to
me.
If you can do me the honor of voting for me on August 6, I assure you that I shall repay the debt of gratitude with efficient
service in your County Court Clerk's office.
(Mrs.) Kathryn Rogers Kelly

Kathryn Kelly's Motto:
Service and Accommodation
Patrons of the Hickman postoffice, the Stimson Lumber Company, and the hundreds of friends she has made during this.
campaign know that Mrs. Kelly intends to make the words
SERVICE AND ACCOMODATION the mottoes of her office.
Knowing full well the inconvenience often experienced by
citizens living in far ends of the county, she intends to
perpetuate the practice of serving her constituents in far ends
of the county as has always been done.
She promises that she will run the office efficiently and will
hire competent help. She knows that the office belengs to the
people and will be ever at their service.

El Kathryn Kelly Is

A Breadwinner
Kathryn Kelly is a widow. Her husband, Robert (Monk) Kelly died five years ago with a heart attack. Prior to his death he
did war construction work. Kathryn Kelly is a hreadwinner.
She is a hard-working, efficient, conscientious lady. Help her
get elected.

On August 6, Remember To Vote For

Kathryn 'Rogers Kelly
Written and Paid for by Fulton County Friends of Kathryn Kelly
ummimmommmilmommimm
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